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THE KOLLIGIAN TROPHY
Lt. Col. Forrest W. Wilson
Strategic Air Command
Lt Colonel Forrest \V. Wilson was
awarded the Koren Kolligian, Jr. Trophy
for 1962 during ceremonies
7 May 1963 at the Pentagon.
The award went to the SAC \VU-2 pilot for
an extraord inary achievement during an upper
a ir sampling flight. While over Alaskan
waters, about 300 miles from land and at
night, the aircraft generator failed causing
complete electrical failure. This resulted
in failure of communications, electrical
flight instruments and navigation equipment.
Cockpit temperature went to fu ll cold and
trim power was lost. \Vithout engine
instruments, a letdown was imperative to
prevent exceed ing engine limitations and
possible failure. Caution was required to
prevent a flameout, since a restart
would not have been possible
without electrical pO\\·er.
Lt Colonel Wilson descended to a lower
altitude successfully, but now had the
problem of navigating from an uncertain
position to a suitable field . The only
instruments ava ilable were the standby
compass and altimeter. Using a

flashlight to read the instruments, he set
course for Kodiak, Alaska. J\Ieanwhile
visibility was restricted by ice on the
canopy and frost on the face piece of
his pressure suit. Further discomfort and
fatigue were caused by the necessity to
keep constant pressure on the controls
because of the out-of-trim cond ition.
Despite the handicaps, Lt Colonel
\ Vilson's navigation was precise and he
arrived over Kodiak, only to find the field
lights off. Rather than attempt a landing
with no aircraft landin g lights and a clark
field, he decided to go to
Elmendorf Air Force base.
Three hours and 15 minutes after
fai lure of electrical power he made a
successful landing at Elmendorf.
In presenting the award, General \Villiam
F. McKee, vice chief of staff, Air Force,
cited Lt Colonel Wilson's skill and courage
under almost impossible emergency conditions.
The Kolligian Trophy is presented annually
to the Air Force crewmember who most
successfully coped with an inflight emergency.

*
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FALLOUT

lieutenant General W. H. Blanchard
The Inspector General, USAF

Febru ary Covel' Pi c
Reference is made to the February
cover pic and the inscription " Are you
doing your job right?" I looked in vain
for an article pointing out at least two
actions the fly-boy is doing wrong.
First, he is carrying his parachute in
an unauthorized manner.
Second, he is wearing low-quarter
shoes.
Not as important, but nevertheless
wrong, is that his helmet and mask
should be protected inside a bag, and
he should be wearing head gear of
some t ype.
Was this picture printed to test us?
SMSgt John C. Chandler
9 Bomb Sq , Carswell AFB, Tex.

Brigadier General Bertram C. Harrison
Deputy The Inspector General , USAF

Brigadier General Jay T. Robb ins
Director of Aerospace Safety

Colonel Charles L. Wimberly
Chief, Flight Safety Division

Colonel James F. Risher, Jr.
Chief, Ground Safety Division

Ottr m·tist claims R ex is wearing
boots bttl adll!its to a little a-r tistic
license on the other items.

Colonel George T. Buck
Chief, Missile Safety Division

F1·om the Army

•
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At present we're receiving one copy
of Aerospace Safety. We enjoy the
publicat ion and we have a sound prevention prog ram . We also have a
problem . There are 96 officers, 10 flying warrant officers and 550 enlisted
men here and that one copy just
doesn't get around. If you can let us
have additional copies, we can assure
you they will be read and d igested by
flying personnel and will gather no
dust.
Capt Robe rt C. Cook , Jr,
APO 46, New York , N. Y.
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S we pt Wing SavY~'
May we have permission to reprint
the article " Swept Wing Savvy" from
the March 1963 issue of your excellent
magazine, Aerospace Safety?
R. Peel
Trans-Canada Ai r Lines.

Yes!
The March CoYer
The March issue of Ae ros pace Safety
has a slight mistake on the cover.
Pictured is a KC-135 tanker in a right
bank attitude. Th e ai leron flight controls

are reversed for this attitude. They
should be right up and left down .
Thank you .
A 1 C Robert A. Guertin
AF11387122 , PO Box 1675
Williams AFB , Arizona

Could be the ait·cmft was rolling
out of a r ight bank.
W'ell Done Awa rd
enjoy reading the " Well Done "
feature in Aerospace Safety. In every
case the pilot ( s) and crews have
demonstrated outstanding courage and
airmanship in " bringing home the
bacon." In many cases, besides saving
valuable aircraft and lives, these aircrews have provided a basis for "get
well" and "flx" programs that might
never have been initiated if the problem
aircraft had been abandoned .
Maj Lew is H. Batty
AFSC, And rews AFB , D. C.
P.S. However, I'm an advocate of bailout
whenever th e situation warrants.

Se lection of the Well Done Awanl
·winn er-so ll!etimes not an easy job
-is made quarterly by a board of
highly qualified pilots. 011e coll sideration that is always invoitled is the
careful we ighing of all factors conccrH,•d, to be certain that th e pilot
made the proper judg111Cilf .
P:ll'achul c Canopy Rel e a se Tip8
We in the Parachute Branch appreciate
the fine publication of the Parachute
Canopy Rel ease Tips in the April issue
of Aerospace Safety.
However, there is one error which I
overlooked in the transmittal letter that
should be co rrected by a short note, if
possible. The in itiato r of the provided
information is Mr. Charles E. Carroll ,
Chief of the Man-Carrying Section of the
. Parachute Branch, ASD , and not the
undersigned who signed the transmittal
letter . I think Mr. Carroll should receive
the credit for the excellent inform ation
prov ided for the a rticle mentioned
above.
Alfons M. Hegele
Chief, Parachute Br., Crew Equipment Div., D/ Ope rational Support
Engineering , ASD.

•
Chief, Education and Training Group
Colonel Jerome I. Steeves
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The Weather Bureau initiated the National Severe Storm Project under the direction of C. F. Van
Thulenar. In a broad scope, the project was to increase knowledge of severe storms, particularly in areas
not investigated by previous work of this type.'
The project was to be cooperative with the Weather Bureau, FAA, NASA, Navy and Air Force
participating. The Air Force's contribution was to be the collection of data at altitudes up
to 42,000 feet inside the developed thunderstorm. It was to be a five year project. The
Air Force has actively participated for the last three seasons.
The project is based at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, in the heart of "tornado alley" the scene
of the most energetic spring squall lines in the United States. Many aircraft and pilots have
flown in the storms and considerable operational and technical information has been gained.
The following article is Captain Kondracki's account of Rough Rider 1962, in which
he flew the F-100 aircraft.

Captain J. G. Kondracki and Mr. E. T. Binckley
Aeronautical Systems Division

he Air Force's contribution to
Rough Rider 1962 included 47
storm penetrations with an F100F aircraft. Most of the storms
occurred last spring in the southwest
United States, within 200 miles of
Tinker Air Force Base, Oklahoma,
but a total of six penetrations were
also conducted in thunderstorms in
the New England area during July
1962. The configuration of this F100F for all storm penetrations was
the equivalent of two 275 tanks (a
standard tank at the right intermediate station and an instrumented
275 gallon tank at the left intermediate station).
Modifications to this aircraft to
minimize possible damage or failure in weak areas included:
• A metal cover for the antennae
in the intake lip to replace the standard fiberglass cover;
• Numerous static dischargers
added to wing and tail trailing
edges;
• Erosion boot added to leading
edge of the vertical fin to protect
UHF antenna;
• Addition of airstart ignition
switch to activate engine ignition
without dropping the DC generator
off the line, and
• Replacement of the air heated
pitot boom with an electrically heated head.
.
A T -33 aircraft was also used in

T
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the 1962 project and usually penetrated the storms simultaneously
with the F-100, but spaced 5000 feet
below. All F-100 penetrations were
between 20,000 feet and 37,000 feet
MSL with the tops of these storms
ranging between 35 ,000 feet and
70,000 feet MSL. Tops of the
storms were measured by radar and
estimated by U -2 aircraft.
Since T -33 thunderstorm experiences have been widely discussed in
many previous articles, this material
will be primarily devoted to experiences with the F-100.
The primary objective in penetrating these storms was to gather
meteorological data for the U. S.
Weather Bureau. Secondary objectives were to gather information for
aircraft loads data analysis; to measure aircrew utilization of oxygen
during critical situations; and to
test a new type static discharger.
A Flight Test Engineer was carried
in the rear seat for all storm penetrations to operate special test equipment and to photograph the storm
systems. Thus, the pilot was able
to devote full attention to aircraft
control and qualitative observations
of precipitation, turbulence and electrical activity.
FAA's Oklahoma City Approach
and Departure Facility provided the
project aircraft with continuous radar monitoring and vectoring for

storm penetration and also for departure and recovery service at
Tinker. This service enabled the
penetration aircraft to be positioned
in selected intensities of the precipitation so that a gradual progression
to the more intense areas (referred
to as the "hard core") of the thunderstorms could be effected. The object of this gradual progression was
to attempt to correlate the precipitation, turbulence, and electrical levels
in these storms with the pattern and
intensity of the ground radar returns.
The radar service also enabled
the F-100 and T-33 to penetrate the
same cells at the same time, on the
same heading with approximately
5000 feet vertical separation. This
positioning was designed to gather
meteorological data which could be
used to substantiate the vertical
cross-section characteristics of severe storms. This radar service,
supplemented with aircraft reconnaissance by B-57s and DC-6s of
the U. S. Weather Bureau and U-2s
of the Air Force, also provided
means for selecting the most interesting storm systems for penetration. This radar and the aircraft
reconnaissance were also used to
observe the storm systems and general weather patterns throughout the
test area before, during and after
the penetrations.

..

...I

PRE-PENETRATION PREPARATION

RAIN

HAIL

Basically, handbook procedures
were followed for penetration with
certain modifications to accomplish
test objectives. All anti-icing equipment was activated well before icing
conditions were encountered. Generally, each mission followed this
outline:
• Pitot heat was actuated on the
ground for flights with the air heated pitot boom or shortly after takeoff with the electrically-heated boom.
• Loose articles were stowed to
prevent loss or interference with
cockpit activity during severe turbulence.
• Seat Belts and shoulder harnesses were tightened to take up
all slack. This proved to be very
important in exercising proper control of the aircraft in severe turbulence and slight discomfort resulted
from the proper fit.
• Guide vane anti-icing was
turned on prior to penetration and
left on 'til completion of penetration
of icing conditions or heavy precipitation.
• Cockpit lights on bright to
minimize momentary blindness after
lightning flashes.
• Cockpit defrosting air on "low"
to prevent canopy fogging during
penetration.
• Navigation aids tuned prior to
entering clouds. (Electrical interference may prevent proper identification of navigational faci lity if
tuned in clouds.)
• Aircraft was stabilized and
trimmed for 275 KIAS at penetration altitude and engine power setting and pitch attitude noted.
• Exterior windscreen air was
not used so that qualitative observations of precipitation type and intensity could be made.
• Penetration heading was established prior to entering severe turbulence and also a heading for quickest exits from the storm established
in case of emergency.
• Attitude gyro was primary
flight instrument.
• Engine instruments were monitored closely for first signs of engine malfunction in heavy precipitation.
• After getting out of the storm
and into the clear (when possible),
the aircraft was visually checked
for damage, icing or other unusual
conditions. Slat operation was
checked at this time.

Heavy rain was encountered at all
altitudes in the thunderstorms, even
though the penetration level was well
above the freezing level. This
phenomenon was attributed to the
very strong vertical air currents in
large storms which were able to
support extremely large masses of
water and carry them rapidly aloft
without freezing. This heavy concentration of rain was naturally most
predominant in the "hard core" of
the thunderstorms.
These heavy concentrations of liquid precipitation proved to be one
of the hazards of thunderstorm
penetration because of the disturbance of inlet airflow to the engine
which resulted in a series of engine
compressor stalls on seven storm
penetrations. These engine stalls
varied from single isolated stalls
to a series of stalls where approximately 20 stalls were counted. This
engine malfunction was anticipated,
however, and due to past experience
with the J-57 engine in heavy precipitation, a form of continuous ignition was installed. Engine ignition was actuated upon encountering
compressor stalls to preclude the
possibility of flameout. No sustained
flameouts occurred during these engine stalls, but exhaust gas temperatures approached maximum during the long series of stalls, possibly
due to flameout and rapid relight.
All engine stalls were heavy (typical
of the stall encountered on hard
afterburner lights) producing a
sharp vibration felt throughout the
airframe and were accompanied by
the noxious fumes in the cockpit
that is so typical of engine stalls in
the F-100. As long as the aircraft
remained in intense precipitation
these stalls persisted.
Heavy fogging of the cockpit also
occurred shortly after entering the
heavy precipitation area due to a
rapid change of temperature and
humidity conditions. Visibility outside the cockpit was completely obscured, but defrosting air soon
cleared the windscreen and canopy.

Once the large masses of suspended water begin to freeze, the
most imposing hazard of thunderstorm flying occurs-hail.
It is generally accepted that hail
may be encountered at all levels of
thunderstorm activity and is not
necessarily restricted to the actual
cloud itself, but may be also encountered in the clear air nearby.
Hail may also be mixed with rain
and on numerous occasions during
this program, small hail was hard
to distinguish from the pelting of
large rain drops on the wind screen.
Larger hail, however, produced a
distinct knocking sound and could
be observed to disintegrate on con tact with the windscreen. Hail dam age during storm penetration consisted of airfoil denting, breakage
of exposed composition and glass
items, and distortion of pitot pick
up. Some of the specific damages
sustained by the F-100 during hail
encounters were:
• APG-30 radar antenna cover torn
(replaced with metal cover).
• Slight denting of wing slats.
• Rivets loosened on wing and tail.
• Slight denting of fuel tank nose
cone.
• Cracked windscreen.
• Pitot head damaged.
• All exposed light lens and lights
broken.
• Fillet seals damaged and fuselageto-wing wiring frayed and severecl.
• APW-11 antenna cover broken
off.
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ICING

TURBULENCE AND CONTROL

Airfoil ICing did uol present a
control probl em during thi s program. Li ght rime icin g occurred a t
high altitude in the "blow off"
(anvil) as the high winds carried
light, slushy precipitation downwind
of the storm. ln the heavy rain of
these storms clear ice did not build
up, and in fact, any accumulated
rime ice would be washed or
knocked off the exposed surfaces.
Lack of clear ice buildups on the airfoils bas been attributed to the high
true airspeeds that were necessary
for penetrations, usually greater
than 400 knots T AS.
Pitot boom icing did present a
problem during the early phases of
the project. Loss of airspeed occurred both in the rime icing of
the anvil and in the heavy rain of
the "hard core." Malfunction of the
airspeed indicator due to icing was
usually insidious at onset and was
characterized by a gradual decrease
in indicated airspeed.
When doubtful airspeed readings
were suspected, care was taken to
maintain proper pitch attitude with
an occasional check of sl at position.
During all failures of the airspeed
indicator, the air heated boom had
been heated well in advance of encountering icing conditions, but the
de-icing action was not capable of
preventing ice formation. The air
heated boom was subsequently removed and the electrically heated
boom (standard on F-lOOF-20 models and later) was installed. No
further probems with pitot ice were
encountered after thi s change.

During all penetra tions the recommended turbulence penetration
airspeed ( 275 KIAS ) was used. As
expected, severe turbul ence was en countered in and near the "hard
core" along with the intense rain
and hail. The turbulence was caused
predominantly by updrafts and resulted in increased altitude although
occasional violent downdrafts were
experienced, especially near the periphery of the storm.
In severe turbulence, the primary
consideration in flying instruments
was to trim the aircraft at penetration airspeed and then maintain approximately the same attitude as
that held prior to storm entry.
Control problems were not extreme and the F -100 traversed the
severe turbulence areas very well.
Most deviations from the present
penetration attitude occurred as rolling reactions with only slight reactions and very little reaction in
the yawing axis of the aircraft.
Displacements of 45 degrees of
wing roll and 10 to 15 degrees of
pitch were not uncommon in the
most intense turbulence. In this
situation exact control of heading,
airspeed , altitude and rate of cli mb
cannot be exercised , thus relying
on the attitude gyro alm ost exclusively greatly simplifies instrument
procedures. Instantaneous airspeed
fluctuations of 20 to 30 knots lAS
were not uncommon during severe
turbulence and, due to the predominant updrafts of the maturing
storms, an overall gain in altitude
of 1500 feet was not uncommon.
Dampers were used for all penetrations, and yawing or sideslipping
was not objectionable.
The value of attitude control in
turbulent areas was emphasized during this program when the forward
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secti on of a special nose boom was
lorn from the aircraft by intense
precipitation and severe turbulence.
This failure of the nose boom, it
must be emphasized, was due to an
overload caused by a special installation of pitch and sideslip vanes and
should not occur with the standard
boom installation. The loss of the
pitot boom occurred shortly after
entering a large storm and rendered
the airspeed and altimeter inoperative. Alternate sources of altitude
were available, however. The rate
of climb indicator glass was broken,
and cockpit pressurization was
turned OFF. Under these condi tions, the altimeter and the cabin
altimete r use cockpit air for an ap proximate altitude reference. Although not as readable as the normal
altimeter, the cabin altimeter proved
to be more accurate than the normal
altimeter because of damage to the
static lines. Although exact airspeed information was not available,
a safe stall margin was maintained
by monitoring the position of the
wing slats. Sufficient information
was available for a letdown and
rendezvous with a chase aircraft for
final approach and landing. By
noting position of the slats during
a typical final approach, safe airspeed cou ld have been maintained
on final even if chase were not available. Caution must be exercised
however, when relying on slat posi tion for airspeed information. Slats
must be checked for icing which
could cause incorrect operation and
greatly increase stalling speeds.

..

LIGHTNING AND THUNDER
side from the mentally disturbing aspects of lightning and thunder, slight damage to the aircraft in the
form of skin burns on the wing and tail trailing edges
was sustained even though these portions of the aircraft
had been generously equipped with tatic dischargers.
Lightning strikes on or near the aircraft prod uced
a concussion wave that was felt throughout the airframe
and, except for the accompanying flash of light and
absence of engine fumes, might be confused with compres o r stalling.
While flying through the areas of intense electrical

acti\·ity that ha ve just been described, elect rica! shucks
were exper ienced by the ne11· O il se,·eral occas ions.
Theo,e shocks usually occurred wh:lc tuuch ing metal
switches or control s ur other metal parts of the cockpit.
The pilot of the T-33 du rin g transit through one la rge
storm received several substa ntial shocks from the
canopy area and immediately susta ined a mild headache from these jolts. Jt was noted that during lli ght
through areas o£ hi gh electrical activity the 75 me
marker beacon li ght would occasiona ll y flick er Oil :llld
off and at times glow brightly for short period,;.

RADIO AND NAV AID RECEPTION AND RELIABILITY
Due to the intense electrical disturbances and the
large amounts of precipitation that are characteristic
of thunderstorms, the radio and navaid equipment was
not as reliable as might normally be expected. Use of
the low f requency radio compass was not even attempted in the vicinity of thunderstorms. Not only is
low f requency equipment affected by these electrical
and precipitation disturbances, but VOR nav igation and
U HF command equipment were a t times limited during
storm penetration. The disturbance on the VOR and
U HF rece ivers va r ied from soft a ural hi ssi ng in the
less intense areas to an irritating hi gh pitched sq ueal
that at times completely blocked recep tion.

During periods of intense static on the VOR receive r, it was noted that the bearing indicator was unreliable due to fluctuation and aim less wandering. 'I he
static distu rbances on the VHF and UHF rece ivers
were more pronounced in the sloppy, or ice crystal
precipitation nea r th e " ha rd co re ."
S urprisingly, it was found that even though UHF
reception would be blocked, UHF transmiss ions would
get through and be rece ived loud and clear by g round
stations . The IFF tran sponder was used for all radar
monitoring and vector in g service a nd proved to be ve ry
reliable durin g a ll phases of thi s project.

AIRCRAFT DAMAGE AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH T-33
As expected, the a irfoil damage to the F- 100 was
substantia lly les than that susta ined by the T -33. Thi
was of course due to the heav ier structure and the
swept-back design of the F- 100. By generally penetrating the same type of conditions, a chance for comparison of various features was afforded. The damage
on the F-100 has already been discussed, but some of
the damage sustained by the T -Bird was:
• Large dents and holes in intake ducts ( replaced
during project ).
• Large dents in leading edges of wings.
• Large dents in horizontal tail leadin()' edge.
• Large dents and hole in vertical fin (replaced
during project).
• Tiptank cones sustained large dents and holes.
• Composition nose section shredded.
• Pitot tube dented.
• Windshield cracked.
• A rmament compartment doors torn by hail.
• Lightning burns on wings and tail.
W hile the F- 100 structure with stood damage better
than the T -33, engine performance was below that of
the T-Bi rcl and in very heavy precipitation becomes
marginal clue to comp ressor stall ing and pos ible overtemperatures. T he T -33 pi tot de-icing was also more
reliable than the air-heated boom of the F- 100.
In general, the old strategy of holding airspeed
and attitude has proved ound, even at supersonic
speeds. Preparation for storm penetration and confidence were again proved necessary. T he penetration

p rocedures given in Section J X of the Dash-One 1-:landbook fo r the individual ai rcraft were satisfactory.
In add ition to affirming that in eme rgencies storms
can be safely penetrated , a number of other item s of
interest were determined.
It was found that the F- 102 which had a hi story
of flameouts in storms, could operate safely with the
in stallat ion of a device to provide continuous ignition
to the engin e.
It was fo und that supersoni c penetration s were possible and that the bumpiness does not increase with
speed as it does in the subsonic range.
It was fo un d that ice crystals or liquid water could
cause as much damage at high speeds as hai l.
It was fo und that any soft surface ( uch as a
raclome or antenna) or any rough surface would suffer
damage in precipitation at high speed.
It was fo und that clacr·on seat belts could not be
cinched clown adequately to prevent pilot movement in
heavy turbulence.
A better static discharge protection sys tem was
found .
Every flight has added more to the storehouse of
knowledge to enable us to understand thunclet·storms
and to afely penetrate them if necessa ry. Since most
storm a re encountered unintentiona lly, a review of the
phenomena and experiences a pi lot might expect during
severe weather encounters is certainly the "order of
the clay."

*
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T WAS JUST BEFORE

I

DAWN that the twin-engined
transport moved into position on
the active. Everything was ready,
almost ready, for a routine mission
support flight. A complete runup
had just been completed. Everything
checked out. Clearance had been received and read back. Fuel on board
was adequate-more than adequate
really, as the flight plan showed an
estimated time en route of 2 plus
30 and nine hours fuel on board.
But the overage on fuel could permit several subsequent legs to be
flown without fueling delays. There
were 20 souls on board-a crew of
three and 17 passengers. Weight
was just under max allowable, but
in limits and calculated to provide
at least minimum single engine rate
of climb even at a field elevation
of nearly 5000 feet.
"Air Force 2345, winds calm,
right turn out of traffic, cleared for
takeoff," the tower controller said.
"Roger, 345," the copilot acknowledged.
Power was advanced. Air Force
12345 was now two minutes and
five miles from disaster.
A discrepancy soon became apparent. BMEP was low. The copilot noticed this, that the water had
not been turned on (A challengereply item on the Line Up check),
but did not call abort. Instead, he
advised the pilot of the dry power
setting. Although the flap setting
( 15 degrees) was for a wet takeoff,
the pilot elected to continue takeoff.
Liftoff was achieved and the pilot
called for the gear.
"Is that backfiring?" the pilot
asked at about the time of gear retraction. Light detonation or backfiri~g was coming from the right
engme.
The flight steward noticed a bluewhite flame approximately three
feet in length coming from an augmenter tube on the right engine.
He immediately went to the cockpit
and told the engineer that blue and
white fire was comi ng out of the
exhaust and the engine was backfiring- tremendously, he said. He
observed "They were very busy at
this time." He came back and suggested to the flight examiner engineer that he go forward and explain
the trouble. The steward again went
back to the cockpit, then remembers
the engineer coming up and pushing
him aside. By this time others in
the cabin had begun to mill around.
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The steward shoved two sergeants
back into their eats, told them to
sit down and strap in , then did the
same himself .
Power was reduced to METO.
The flight mechanic didn't remember
hearing the call or reducing RPM
to 2600. Detonation increased. The
pilot reduced power on the right
engine and, pushing the left throttle
full forward, called for max power
on the left. The flight mechanic,
thinking that max power was still
on, did not increase the RPM. The
shrill ringing of the fire augmenter

The copilot heard, but delayed
briefly. He was still checking the
engine for fire .
The flight mechanic heard the
command, noticed the copilot delay,
figured the copilot still busy on the
radio and reached up and feathered
N r 2. He then pulled what he believed to be N r 2 mixture control
to the idle cutoff position. He didn't
question the copilot's delayed response, or advise that the pilot had
directed feathering.
At about this point in time, 1t 1s
believed, the left engine carburetor

..

2 MINUTES I
overheat warning bell started as
right engine power was reduced. No
fire warning light.
Stan/ Eva! procedure stipulates
flight straight ahead or a right turn
for emergency traffic. Clearance instructions were a right turn after
takeoff. However, the pilot decided
on a left turn to the normal traffic
downwind, reasoning that a left turn
would provide better control and
visibility and put him in a position
to land on another runway, should
further trouble develop.
When he started his left turn , the
pilot called to the copilot: "Check
the right engine for fire."
"Tower, this is 345, we'll be turning left here. We'd like to come
back and land. We have a fire in
the left engine." The copilot thought
he reported that the right engine wa
giving the trouble.
Cockpit activity increased. The
pilot remembers someone came running up from the back . .. there was
a lot of action . . . the pilot was
most concerned with controlling and
flying ... most of the conversation
was directed to the flight mechanic,
behind the pilot . .. turned about 60
or 70 degrees . . . N r 2 still bad,
somebody said.
Now roughness, odd kind .. .
something radical, maybe a prop
about to come off.
"Feather the right engine!" the
pilot ordered.

heat control was inadvertently placed
in the full hot position rather than
the right engine mixture control
being placed in idle cutoff.
"No, it's N r 1 !" This is what
the pilot heard someone shout immediately after the Nr 2 prop had
been feathered.
Now what? There hadn't even
been indications on cockpit instruments of N r 2 being bad. Doubts
raced through the pilot's mind. Had
he been given indications of the
wrong engine before . . . had the
flame been coming out of N r 1, not
N r 2 . . . had they misinterpreted
which engine they were watching
... were BOTH engines goi ng bad?
"Well, which one is it?" He
yelled. He wanted to know, had to
know!
It was possible, probable he now
thought, that he was losing both
engines. Turn away from the mountains. Get down toward the flat
lands. Closest way to the right. He
turned right.
"Max power on the left." A irspeed was falling off. The flight
mechanic reached toward the prop
controls and told the pilot he had
max power. (Actually, RPM was
2590; despite the pilot's request for
max power on two different occasions the RPM was never increased
to 2800.)
At no time did the pilot call for
water ON. ( Performance charts

•

show that with the left engine throttle full forward and 2600 RPM, a
t-ate of climb of 220 feet per minute
, hould have been attained, assuming
a properly functioning engine. Water on, this rate of climb increases
to 320 feet per minute.)
Roughness persisted. Airs peed
122 to 123. Why the buffet? Single
engine climb speed had been computed as 123 knots. The pilot eased
the nose down to try and pick up a
little spee I and decrease the buffeting. No change.
Lights on the ground were com-

ing pretty fa t.
irspeed dropped
to around 120 very quickly, and intermittently down to 110. Cars
could be seen on the highway to the
outh . Maybe they could reach that
area. As good a place as any. Don't
dare let the nose get too low, or a
wingtip dig in. Cross check was
airspeed and lights on the ground.
Can't make the highway! Continue
right turn. Ground slopes right.
Hope. Pick the Aattest spot. Set it
down. Slowest possible airspeed
without losing control.
The next thing the pilot remem-

o DISASTER

berecl wa people calling over him.
Bodies were on top of him. His left
leg was caught. He called to see if
they could move or get off. Finally
they moved.
ext, he wa walking
up the hill.
Investigators concluded that the
primary cause of this accident was
"Inadvertent application of full carburetor heat on operating engine resulting in loss of power, and ground
impact." Approximately 1700 BHP
was. being produced by the left
engme.
What was wrong with r 2 eno-ine ? Here's the analysi made by
maintenance investigators: Problems
encountered on
r 2 engine were
determined to be the result of cylinder ignition malfunctions caused by
the pre ence of two broken or
ct-acked carbon brushes in an ignition eli tributor as well as missi ng
high ten sion contact springs of ignition coil for two of the cylinders.
Review of historical records available revea led the presence of repeat
write-up on these cylinder po itions, marginal performance of the
engine as well as the condition of
engine instability during idle.
From the conditions noted and
witnes statements available, it was
appa rent that the "dry power" takeoff executed, compounded by these
malfunction s. re ulted in mild engine detonation in addition to in termittent "after firing. " Other
than torquemeter oscillation, evidence of loss of power on N r 2
engine durino- takeoff and climb was
not noted. (Investigators stated:
"Had wet power been used . . . it is
po ible torching of the right engine
would not have occurred.") Detai led investigation and a complete
teat-down of both Nr 2 engine and
propeller revealed that both ystems, except for the ignition discrepancies noted, were in excellent
condition and capable of producing
specification power output. The in vestigators also concluded that a
three-cell government i sued fla shlight and a box end wrench found
in the Nr 2 engine accessory section
a rea after the crash in no way contributed to the aircraft crash. But
they do make the effectiveness of
maintenance discipline and supervi ion questionable. Supporting the
]Uestionable maintenance contention
was the fact th at the r 2 propeller
electrical deicer power cable \va
completely burned through, and had
been for a period of time ufficient
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continued

lo permit balls of melted copper
adhering to end of the affected
st rap to become well oxidized.
Investigators reported such training area findings a :
Pilot. La t proficiency flight completed on il mission support ortie
of 4:50 duration . AJ< Form 781
<~nd
F Form 5 do not indicate
that any landings or instrument approaches were accompli heel by the
pilot. During the same flight. another pilot was given credit for an
Annual Proficiency Evaluation
Flight Check as Instructor Pilot.
Last instrument Flight Check in
type was also given on a mission
support type sortie. Dur<~tion of
night wa. 5: 15 , of which 2:40 was
logged as actual weather. Both
pilots were credited with one land ing and two precision approaches
each. AF Form 8B indicates unusual attitudes, steer> turns, low,
mis ed and non-preci . ion approaches
'~ere accomplished during the misSIOn. The IP was not placed on
f.'light Examiner orders until the
following day.
Copilot. No recurrency check
subsequent to his return from four
months TDY during which he had
not flown aircraft type. Annual pro-

ficiency check approximately four
months overdue. No record of night
qualification in type aircraft.
Flight Mechanic . Current in
type, to receive pot check thi
flight.
Instructor Flight Engineer. Current except review and reaccom pli hment of aircraft questionnaire
overdue.
J n vest i gator s further observed
that flying hour allocation has not
been given an increase commensurate with increa ed airlift requirement. Additionally, accompli hment
of proficiency training on mission
support flights is encouraged. A
large percentage, therefo1-e, of the
training requirements for pilots
must be accompli shed on routine
suppo rt type missions rather than
in the loca l area, thus precluding a
continuing intensive training program of simulated emergency type
aircraft operation.
Aeromedical inve tigation resulted in findings and recommendation s
fairly representative of era h ca es
wherein the fuselage maintains it
integrity-shoulder ' harness for aircrew members. stronger eats and
seat attachments, better operability
of escape exit , emergency light ,

urvival and emergency equipment,
seriousness of eli tracting and confusing cockpit personnel in critical
areas of flight an l hasty action in
an emergency when an interval for
careful analysis is usually present.

ED. NOTE. Tt is indelibly realized
that analysis of this emergellC)' takes
a completely different complexion
7CJhen viewed, unhurriedl)l, from the
vantage point of au offi r;e chair m1d
with the aid of specialists. Because
of this, it mal' well be that others
of us would have done no better, if
as well, had we been faced with this
same situation. This pilot had over
4000 hours, 35 hours in the past 30
da·ys, and the copilot 38 hours in
the past 30 days-more than matl)'
mission support pilots get to fly.
The purpose in printing the article
is not in any way to castigate these
crewmembers, but, it is hoped, to
cause others to make sober selfc·z•aluatioll . Th ere mav not be all the
stick tim e we would-like, but there
seems lo be plenty of li~!l? time, and
plenty of cockpit tim e. Printiug of
the story in this magazine is in lin e
with ?'ecomm.endations made by the
accident investigation board: "That
the Directorate of A erospace Saf ety
emphasize to all commands the need
for increased and continued emphasis on crew discipline and proficiency training in command support type aircraft." and, that the
Directorate of Aerospace Safet)'
emphasize in the Aerospace Safety
magazine this introduction section
of the Dash-One: "Although many
infiight em.ergencies require immediate conective action, frequently
difficulties are compounded b·y the
tempo of the pilot's commands aud
hurried execution by the crew. It is
essential that the- pilot carefully
analyze his difficulty prior to taking
con·ecti1'e action."

*
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l\rr lnu :1Junt
1llyiug Wn 1lltr?
Mader' Leonard 'Be.rlow, USAF, MC, 7\'PC\ 677,

i
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ver give much thought to dying? Will it
be the resul t of an accident? Heart attack ? Cancer? O ne thing's certa in. Each
of u has thi s event to face.
ince th is is the case, why not look for the
best way? T here's one tha t's even pleasant. Let's
eat ou rselves to death! ome to think of it, that' s
quite a paradox. Food- the staff of life- and yet
too much of it can do the job.
There are compensation for the extra weight
while we're on the way out: new wardrobe, or at
least some tailoring, to fit the bigger frame. T hi s
is worth dying for?
And you heavyweight on flyi ng statu s may not
have to face the ordeal of aoing into the wild blue
yonder over 18,000 feet. You're not physically
qualified. B ut in a way there's something to look
forward to- no flight pay. Les groceries-less
weight; equals out in the end .
A re military fat people o different from civilian
fat people? Not at all. T hey're both fighting thei r
way into hospitals with el i ea es of the kidneys,
hea rt, gall bladder-even diabete , arthritis, hern ias
and perhaps orne forms of cancer.
P ity the poor surgeon a he cuts through layers
of blubber, earching for tired out diseased organ
all hidden in fat.
Then there's the problem of givi ng anesthe ia
to fat os. It's a lot more difficult to "get them
under" because the gas or oth er anesthetic ha
loads of places to go.
They say medicine isn't as effective in a fat
person either. Same principle. And the heavy ones
are much more fracture prone because the ole bone
are burdened down with the exce s baggage. A
if thi weren ' t enough, here's another way heavy" ·eights are in trouble. They can always look for-

~e.w

York

wa rd to a fat embolism. There are little plugs of
fat that develop in the bl ood stream. They just
go sailing around until your hea rt or lungs get
sneaky enough to stop 'em. And the fa rm' bought.
Doctors believe that overweight is merely an
exp res ion of emoti onal distress. You know-"If
J ca n't have what I want, I'll show you, I'll get
fat- o there." A nyway it's one means of sav in g
money. Fat ones a re usuall y turned clown on life
in surance as poor ri ks ( mean s they die youngbut happy).
Here's th e clincher. Wouldn ' t you kn ow they'd
get the idea to document the ·whole thing in ER .
That'll kill you- if the excess weight doesn't.
Cheer up! There is a way out. It's a qui ck
exerci se three times a day. Merely place th e hands
tancl up. Take off.
at tabl e' edge. Push back.
A ll thi s is clone af ter you've had a complete mea l
consi ting of le s food than usual- no second .
Doctors at local medical faci li tie wi ll gladly
f urni h information regarding weight programs.
In the meantime, here a re a few tip they suggest:
•
ever mi ss a meal , particula rly bt·eakfast.
Jt's a strain on the body and a major cause of
fatigue. Eat meals at regular hours.
• Don't gulp or wash food clown with liquids.
maller amounts of food will be more satisfying
and more easi ly digested if chewed well.
• Avoid in-between foods, including beer,
li quor and soft drink .
• Don't depend on exercise alone to lose weight.
Tt'll help, combi ned with a sen ible diet. A lone,
it can ove rburden an already tired heart from the
overweight.
• Don' t try to sweat it off in the steam room.
Three d rinks late r and it' a ll back again .
The an wer? vVhy not eat to liv e?
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fter taxiing two and one-half miles from the
ramp to the arming area and then to the active,
a flight of two F-lOOs was cleared for takeoff.
The roll was normal until about 130 knot when lead
felt a light vibration and a slight pull to the right. He
corrected with rudder, then the aircraft veered sharply
to the right. The pilot was unable to correct with rudder
or brake and the F-100 left the runway. It rolled over
a slight depression, across a taxiway, caught fire and
fina ll y came to rest 6445 feet from the beginning of
roll.
\1Vhen the aircraft topped, after collapse of the
left main and nose gears, the pilot raised the canopy
electrically and left the aircraft headfirst without remoYing his personal equipment. The aircraft was on
fire and the pilot' only concern at that moment was
to get out and away!
At takeoff both aircraft accelerated normally. N r 2
maintaining a position to the left of and slightly behind
lead. At approximately 130 kts, N r 2 noticed moke
coming from lead's right tire. just after the lead pilot
felt the slight veer to the right. A second or two later
the wingman saw pieces of rubber coming from the
tire. At 140-1-+5 kts the lead pilot felt se,·ere vibration
a the right tire blew out. The aircraft started a sharp
turn to the right which he was unable to overcome,

alLhough he employed left brake, left rudder and no egear steering.
As the wingman continued past lead and began to
climb he looked back and could see the pilot being
violently thrown about the cockpit, and the aircraft
catching on fire.
Meanwhile the lead pilot wa attempting to deploy
his drag chute and take abort action. Except for stop
cocking the throttle, he was unable to take any action
because of the violent movements of his body. The
aircraft left the runway, cro eel a hallow depres ion
and became airborne momentarily on the other ide.
s it came back to earth the nosegear truck a culvert
shearing off the wheel and cau ing the gear to collar e.
The left main gear then collap eel and the left main
tank struck the ground, ruptured and caught fire. It
finally separated and came to re t about SO feet hort
of where the aircraft topped.
Back along the way, it was determined that the
nose of the rio-ht drop tank had ruptured ju t after
the aircraft passed over the culvert and ignited several
hundred feet before the aircraft came to a halt.
vVhen the aircraft finally topped, the pilot noted
the fire and heard the canopy melting from the heat.
Declinincr to jettison the canopy for fear it would
fall back on the cockpit, he raised the canopy electrically

•

and exited as fast as possible. After crawl ing a safe
distance away from the flaming aircraft he removed
hi equipment. He was uninjured and wa released
from the hospital after an examination.
That the pilot was uninjured was extremely fortunate in that:
• There was a five-minute delay before the first
crash equipment, a fire truck, arrived on the scene.
Thi , delay was brought about by a taxiing C-47 that
restri-=tecl the movement of the fire truck, a landing
R4D that prevented fire trucks from crossing the runway, a fire fighter falling off the lead fire truck.
• The rescue helicopter was flying in the local
area and did not reach the wreckage until approximately
six minutes after the accident. Four calls were required
to contact the helicopter.
The cause of this accident was attributed to materiel
fa il ure of the tire, which was unclerinflated as the
result of foreign object clamao-e on the taxiway. This
tire had been on the aircraft for only two landings.
Because it was almost new, and the left tire had had
to be changed after the preceding flight due to a deep
cut, this tire had been carefully inspected and, during
preflight, had been checked for proper inflation.

• One outfit, operating F-lOOs, was changing tires
after 9.67 landings because of FOD.
• An F - 106 unit reported that it had to change tires
every nine hours and thirty-five minutes of flying time,
and that during one month the frequency was raised
to every four hours and fifty minutes. Again, FOD
was the reason.
All bases have FOD problems, but at some bases the
seriousness is more pronounced. One safety officer at
a desert base reports that almost constant surveillance
of the runways and taxiways is necessary. The wind is
u ually blowing and carries beer and soft drink cans
and bottles, along with rocks, paper, wooden objects,
etc., onto the concrete surfaces.
Another ba e has the problem of deteriorating concrete. Some of this concrete hils been in place since
World War II. Patching helps temporarily, but the
area around the patches breaks down. Holes on the
ramp are plain to see and obviously the concrete that
filled those holes went someplace, hopefully not into
an engine intake.
Foreign object control measures are well known,
so there is little point in presenting a detailed list here.
However, the action taken by the wing where the ac-

Pilots and maintenance men testified to the dirty
condition of the taxiways and the investigation revealed
that seldom was a tire changed clue to wear, but that
the life of tires at that base was very short clue to damage caused by FOD. Investigators cited the excessive
number of rocks, stones, nuts and bolts on the taxiways
and runway.
FOD has been a serious problem at this base for a
long time. Due to its location and several tenants using
varied types of aircraft, the base is very busy. This and
the rock stabilized taxiway shoulders have been a
critical factor in the FOD problem. Engines of larger
aircraft hang out over the shoulders of the SO-foot wide
taxiways. Extensive new construction during the past
years has also contributed to the problem, the seriousness of which is illustrated by reports from two tenant
units on tire life.

cident described above occurred may be of interest
and use to other bases.
• Tires are checked for cuts and serviceability prior
to the aircraft taking the active runway.
• Daily inspection of taxiways and runways prior
to the first flight of tactical aircraft. Foreign objects
are brought to the attention of proper personne\ for
removal.
• Recommendations to the base that a more aggressive program be established to reduce foreign objects;
stabilized areas next to runways and taxiways be
sodded; better control of vehicular traffic on the airfield.
• Briefing pilots on the rapid chain of events
following a tire blowout, and procedures to be fol.lowed.
• Use of a portion of each simulator period to
practice emergency procedures.

*
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' ' ... Roger tower, it's a T-33,
IFR from Andrews to Lockbourne, 15,000 feet . . ."
The voice on the handoff telephone
line sounded crisp and efficient.
"He's critical fuel and hi s airspeed
indicator is inoperative . . . do you
have him?"
ATCS Emory F leener, Coordinator, Columbus Tower, searched
hi s vertica l radar display and, as the
voice conti nued - "He's now 20
miles ea t of Lockbourne .. ."-he
located the radar target, identified
it and pointed it out to ATCS Dean
Skidmore, Rada r Approach Control,
who nodded acceptance.
"Roger center," F leener spoke
into hi s handoff line, " radar contact, 20 miles east of Lockbourne,
15 ,000 feet, change him over."
Within seconds Skidmore was in

airport within ran ge of his fuel
supply ( now 30 minutes) where
weather would allow a visual approach. ATCS Charl es Meng,
Watch Superviso r, who was supervising the operation, had anticipated
this development and had just completed checking ai rports within
range of the jet for latest weather.
All, with the exception of Columbus,
whi ch was giving ceiling indefinite,
600 ove rcast, v isibility one mile,
li ght snow and haze, and Lockbourne, were below mini mums.
Meng gave thi s information to Skidmore for relay to the pilot. Although the weather information was
disappointing, the pilot had the satisfaction of knowing he had a halfway decent ceili ng and vi ibility and,
at least, a chance at Columbu .
This chance was almost short

li ved. As the pilot continued hi s
descent inbound to Lockbourne his
altimeter became erratic. It started
to wind slowly then rewind rap idly.
The pilot leveled off- till on instruments - and urgently call ed
Skidm ore, relating this new crisis
and a king for assi tance ( requesting that a T-33 be crambl ed from
Lockbourne to lead hi m down
through the overcast). Skidmore
immediately cleared the T-33 to
climb to a po ition on top (previous
PIREPs reported tops 19,000 to
23,000 feet, clear above) . Meanwhile, F leene r contacted Inclianapoli Center, expla ining briefly the
ituation and requested th at all altitude up to 30,000 feet over Columbus be cleared of air traffic and released to Columbu Tower. He stood
by-wi thin 30 seconds thi s wa

With the weather in the weeds, airspeed indicator out and fuel supply critical, the
T-33 pilot needed help. How he got it is an outstanding example of ...

COOPERATION
contact wi th the pilot and had him
lined up for a straight-i n approach
to Lockbourne. He gave the pilot
current weather: ceiling indefinite,
500 overcast, visibility % mile, light
snow. The pilot acknowledged for
the weather and continued his approach. T hen he became apprehensive about an approach in this
weather with an inoperative airspeed
indicator, and asked if hi s ai rspeed
could be calculated by radar. A lthough S kidmore could estimate the
peed it would not be of sufficient
precision to conduct an instrument
approach and he so informed the
pi lot.
Skidm ore sha red the pilot's predicament; he knew that precise
peed control wa nece sary to land
the ai t·craft. If the pilot came in
too hot he would most assuredly run
off the runway; if too slow-without airspeed indication-then maybe a critical stall at low altitude
which was inviting disaster; then
critical f uel ruled out a missed approach. T he cards were really
tacked against the pilot.
The pilot requested an alternate
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done. At the same time, Meng had
alerted Lockbourne. They would
expedite a rescue plane to the TBird.
Skidmore continued to monitor
the T -33 and provided steers that
would keep the pilot in the area. He
vectored him over Columbus and
within a few minute the pilot broke
out on top, in-the-clear and sighed
with temporary relief (f uel was till
being used rapidly- too rapidly).
Skidmore, now that he had a second,
explained to the pi lot that the intercept aircraft would be in a much
better position to locate him on top,
than in the thick weather below.
T he pilot readily agreed and rechecked hi s f uel- less than thirty
minutes now. Meng again called
Lockbourne to check the status of
the rescue plane and give the pilot
intercept instructions. The tower
informed Meng that the ai rcraft
taxied out but had, just this minute.
developed mechanical trouble, cou ld
not get off, and that they could not
release another plane. Now what?
F leener and Skidmore dug deep
into their bag of tricks and we re

'

just about to give up, in utter frustration, when they simultaneously
saw their means of saving the T33: TWA F light 18, a Boeing 707,
just reporting in to Skidmore, 10
miles northeast of Columbus at 5000
feet. Skidmore informed the pilot,
Capt Herbert Ottewill, of the urgent
situation and asked if he would
help. Captain Ottewill agreed immediately. Skidmore informed the
T -33 pilot of the recovery and then
cleared TWA 18 to 25,000 feet, to
report when on-top, and vectored
TWA direct to the T -33 target.
Captain Ottewill increased speed and
climb. Soon he was rapidly closing
on the T -33 target but not yet on
top. Skidmore gave Captain O ttewill vectors around the target, mainta ining five miles separation until
the TWA 707 broke out on top qnd
in the clear, and spotted the T-Bird.
Now Skidmore had both ai rcraft
change to 121.5 (the only VHF frequency aboard the T -33 except for
VOR). This was done and Skidmore continued vectoring TWA
towards the T-33. This allowed for
a coo rdinated recovery. The T -33

was estimated to be at 19,000 feet;
TWA came in on the target at 23,000 feet. As they converged, recognition was exchanged and Skidmore
outlined his plan fo r the recovery:
He would vector them for an approach to Columbus; he would give
descent instructions, and requested
reports leaving altitudes and report
when runway 27L was in sight.
Capta in Ottewill and the T -33 pilot
concurred. Present weather and
altimeter were given.
P rior to starting descent, the T33 had some difficulty in keeping
up with the Boeing 707. Captain
Ottewill continued to reduce his
airspeed until a mutually agreeable
distance and common airspeed was
establi shed. The airspeed was 220
knots, then the T -33 took up a position slightly above, off to the right
and behind TWA.
All set, TWA dipped into the
overcast with the T-33 locked-on.
They disappeared from sight continuing down on instruments
through the weather. Down in th e
IFR room, Skidmore, Fleener and
Meng followed their progress anx-

iou sly. Leaving 20,000 ... , leaving
15,000 . . . , leaving 10,000 . . . ,
leaving 5000 . . . the target (not
targets) moved closer in. The tension was almost unbearable; it
seemed like an eternity. Skidmore
was getting anxious, wondering if
he should break it off, when TWA,
then two miles out, altitude 1400
feet, spotted the high intensity
lights. Both ai rcraft continued inbound; at 600 feet they broke out
beneath the overcast-runway in
sight. Captain Ottewill proceeded
down, over the runway-contactat a few hundred feet and when
he was sure the T-Bird was lined
up for a safe landing, he executed
a missed approach ! The T -33 pilot
landed safely and was followed by
TWA 18.
This incident was prevented from
becoming a possible d1:sastro~ts ac6de·n t by a combination of heads-up
thinking and excellent cooperation.
Aerospace Safety congratulates
Controllers Dean Skidmore, Emor·y
Fleener and Charles M eng and
TWA Captain Herbert Ottewill for
their outstanding achievement.- Ed.
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ATE NEXT YEAR, according lo today's timetable, two astronauts will take the 100-foot elevator
ride to the top of a Titan 11, climb into a Gemini
capsule, and soon thereafter the second generation
man-in-space project will be underway.
Three prime objectives are: lo test the feasibility
of space rendezvous with another space Yehide; to
learn problems and effects of man-in-space environment
for periods of up to 14 days, and to demonstrate a
controll ed re-entry and landing.
The importance of man-in-space vehicles geb
added emphasis in Gemini - a vehicle that depends
more on the a tronaul and less on the black boxes.
The crew wi ll ha,·e much more control than \\·as available to astronauts in the :\Iercury program.
Safety of the equi pment and the astronauts continues to receive top attention. implicity of design has
been a keynote in development of the capsule. A
modul ar construction form has been used, with improved acces to component parts. A red undant malf un ction detection system (MD ) is employed and is
monitored by one of the two astronauts. To minimize
the probab il ity of false warnings, sensors of both the
primary and redundant system must be activated to
provide an indication on the panel. Two types of malfu nction detectors are employed : one present either
a green (go) signal or a red (no-go) signal; the other
present a metered indication.
Quality control requirements are hitting a new high
in this project. A critical component program has been
instituted which t-equires unprecedented testing. A Cape
Canaveral launch complex is being prepared for preflight running of the booster engines to provide the

L

mo t thorough checkout yet of a manned vehicle boost
component. Plan are to ha\-e l\.lartin static fire both
first and second stages twice. Thi - will be followed with
a sequence compatibility firing of both booster stages
and. finally, a first lage firing with the second stage
in place. \Vhen the booster passes these checks, the
Cemini is to be mounte(l and prepared for the orbital
shot.
Should a boo ler failure occur prior to reaching an
altitude of 75,000 feel, astmnaut escape i provided.
for through the use of mckel ejection seats. Either
astronaut will be able to eject himself and hi companion should the other occupant be incapacitated.
AbO\-e the ejection seal altitude. pro,·ision for eparaling the manned Yehicle from the booster is being proYided with subsequent landing using the Ragallo wing.
In addition to manual abort capability, Yirtually all
operational aspects of Gemini will be controlled by the
a lronauts alone, ,,·ith the exception of trajectory
change from lift off to orbit. They will be responsible
for monitoring the l\IDS systems and correcting malfunction or switching to redundant systems a. necessary. :Jiajor l-IDS monitored areas include: all
propellant tank pressu res, combustion chamber pressure for all engines, pitch rate about all axe , rate gyro
operation, power output and staging sequence.
Two inherent afety feature built into Titan I r
that promise more reliable operation include a more
stable fuel that will allow greater detection time if
anything begins to go wrong. and considerably implifiecl harcl\\·are OYer-all. The following graph of ome
key components di closes simplification in a comparison
with the parent Titan I.

I
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Titan I

Titan II

230
322
32

23

Relays

49

7

Valves

91

16

launch functions
Checkout functions
Umbilicals

are concerned, might he likened to that of a mid-air
refueling. Lock-on connections will be provided, and
disengagement will be accomplished by reversing the
clocking process.
Both rendezyous and the longer orbital missions
are expected to prm ide 'ital in formation for the next
major space project - the 1\pollo moon shot. Consid.eration is being gi,·en to ewntually making provision
for the pace-suited astronauts to climb out of the
Yehicle and make repairs or adjustments while in orbit.
:\luch i::; expected to be learnell about the eft"ect of
" ·eightlessness and other space environmental conditions
during the longer !lights. In preparation for Cemini
many research pro j eels are currently underway. Use
of algae as a combined waste disposal and oxygen\\·ater regeneration ~ystem is such a project. Space suit
refme1_11ent · to meet the requirements of prolonged
!lights i_ another important consideration. Guinea pig
astronauts are spending prolonged periods in space
laboratory capsule:; to enable project pero;onnel to better
ascertain the human requirements.
The a:;tronauts are being gi,·en considerably more
control 0\·er the re-entry and landing phase than \\·as
the case in :\lercury. fn:;tead of a parachute, a Ragallu
"·ing or paraglider is to be used for the fina l descent
and. landing phase. The wing, a test model of which is
now being initially tested at Edv,· ard~ AFB. is a deltashaped, Jlexible control surface that is to be deployed
at about the 50.000-foot Je,·el. Astronaut~ haYe some
control o\·er their landing point by reeling in cables
which tilt the "·ing, thm causing a turn. Similar cable
operated pitch control provision is made. The landing
concept is to maintain a fixed rate of descent to -J.OO
feet. At tl1is point. pitch control i:; changed to effect
an increased rate of descent and forward :;peed to just
tmder 150 feet "·here flare is to be started. , ink rate
at touchdown is thus decreased. much in tl1e manner
utilized in landing an aircraft. Astronauts are to be
gi\'en practice to achie,·e proficiency in landing with
the Ragallo wing or paraglider prior to Gemini flights. *

35
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Titan II. a two-stage booster, provide a total thru t
of 530,000 pounds. Cap ule weight \vill be approximately 7000 pound -. The exact weight will depend upon
the objective of the particular mission and the anticipated time it i to remain in orbt.
The rendezvous operation entails firing an Agena-D
,·ehide into a circular orbit, then. a Jay later firing a
Gemini into an elliptical orbit with the apogee equal to
the orbit altitude of the Agena-D, thus the orbital period
of Gemini is less than that of the Agena-D, and Gemini
will "catch up'' with the target. Gros error between
the two orbits may be eliminated by firing the Agena-D
engine on ground command. At about 250 miles range.
the Gemini radar will lock unto a tran ponder in the
"\gena-D aml the on-board computer \Yill determine the
exact trajectory to effect the renclezyous. At the proper
time the Gemini maneuvering engines will be fired to
circularize the Gemini orbit at the target altitude, and
the astronaut · will. as range i decreased. use maneuYer
control thru t jets and attitude control thrust jets to
\\'Ork their cap~ ule into po ition for rendezyous with
the Agena-D. The crew will actually fly Gemini into
the Agena-D adapter section by aligning a bar "·ith an
adapter section. The hookup, in o far as the a tronauts
ILLUSTRATIONS
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Richard L. Brown , Asst. National Director, Water Safety, The American Red Cross

O R SUMME R FUN, more
people than ever think in terms
of recreation in, around or on
the water. An estimated 100,000,000
people use America's public and private pool s, beaches, rivers, lakes and
coastal waters for swimming, boating, fishing, skin and scuba diving,
and water skiing. Of this number,
some 40,000,000 people are unable
to swim, or to swim well enough
to save their own lives.
Facts behind drowning accidents
reveal the rather surprising information that the majority of drownings occur w ithin 15 to 20 fee t of
safety. Even experienced swimmers
can get into trouble by overestimating their strength in the beginning of the swimming season, by
holding their breath too long under
water, by taking unnece ssa ry
chances, or by showing off.
In most accidents, drowning occurs when some rule of water safety
was not known, or was ignored.
For example, even some expert
swimmers do not understand the
danger of holding the breath too
long under water, or what happens
when this is done. Yet, some fine
swimmers die each year from this
cause. Ignorance of what is happening within the body during underwater swimming can be the
cause. In order to hold your breath ,
you mu st be consciou s. While you
a re holding your breath, carbon
dioxide (C02) builds up in your
blood stream and brain. Too much
carbon dioxide causes you to lose
consciousness. When you lose consciousness, you can no longer control your breathing, and you a~tto
matically start to breathe. If you
a re under water, it is impossible for

F

you to get air, and if you a re without air, even for a very short while,
death may result.
Anyone can buy a boat and,
whether he knows about boating or
not, he is privileged to operate it.
In only a few states are there any
requirements for boating knowledge
or operating efficiency. Jn 1961 , the
U. S. Coast Guard reported 1101
persons kill ed, 1088 injured. Capsizing led all the rest of causes with
297 deaths, and falling overboard
was the second leading cause with
238 deaths. In 74.3 per cent of the
fatalities, the cause was laid to the
fault of the operator. The age
groups most involved were ages 25
to 34 years with 181 persons, and
35 to 44 years with 180 victims,
prima rily because the greater number of boat owners a re in this age
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DURING 196 2
FORTY · EIGHT AIR FORCE
PERSONNEL DROWN ED WHILE
PARTICIPATING IN
WA T ER SPORTS .
WILL THIS NEEDLESS
LOSS OF Ll FE BE REPEATED
THIS SU M M ER?

9

group although pe r ce nt age-wi e,
children and adolescents have more
boating accidents than adults.
Of the 48 A ir Force deaths, 26
were due to drowning while swimming. Nine were due to diving accidents, six while the victims were
boating, three fi shing, two water skiing and two men fell into the water
during other activities.
It i axiomatic that an abi lity to
swim is the first rule for safety
in, on or a round the water. Since
1914, the Red Cross has conducted
swimming and lifesaving classes for
all age groups, free of charge, in
some 2800 of its chapters. Other
organizations with aquatic programs
also have classes for people of all
ages who want to learn to swim.
The Red Cross also conducts basic
boating, canoeing and sailing courses
with the main prerequisite for enrolling being the ability to stay
afloat in the water, fully clothed, for
10 minutes. The U. S. Coast Guard
and the U. S. Power Squadron
conduct boating courses which teach
the " Rules of the Road," safe boating procedure, and seamanship.
Everyone should learn to swim,
and anyone, at almost any age, can
learn to swim. It not only may
save your life, but it also may make
it possible for you to save the life
of another. The Red Cross, for
example, not only conducts classes
for people of all ages, but has provided a program "Teaching Johnny
To Swim" wh ich shows parents of
young children how to teach their
children to swim at a very early
age. This is the age group, incidentally, in which a great number
of drownings occur each year.
Along with formal classes, the
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Red Cro has, for year , eli eminated water and boating afety rules
thmugh the press, radio, television,
and the use of films and slides.
The e films are available, on loan,
at no cha1·ge, through the Red Cross
chapter at your base.
•
ever wim alone. At beaches,
stay near a lifeguard.
• tay out of the water when overheated, for at least an hour after
eating, and during electrical sto rms.
• tay away from the area immediately in front of the diving board.
• Don't depend on a tube or inflated toy to hold you up.
• Don't dive in hallow water or
in unknown waters.
• Watch your step. \i\lalk, don't
run around the pool area.
• Stay out of deep water if you
can't swim.
• Beware of sunburn , even on a
cloudy clay.
• Dry off after swimmino-. Cover
up if it's chilly.
• In ocean and river swimming,
watch for riptides and currents.
Lifeguard will tell you how to recognize the e condition and how to
save your elf if you are caught.
• tay away from piers and pilings.
• Alcohol and swimming don't mix.
Stay out of the water if you have
been drinking.
• Fence your swimming pool to
keep small children from fall in a in.
• eparate deep and shallow water
in your pool by a buoyed lin .
• Keep handy such rescue equipment as ring buoys and reaching
poles, as well a a fir t aid kit.

DRY OFF AFTER BATHING

WATCH YOUR STEP

DON'T DEPEND ON A TUBE

DON'T SWIM DURING STORMS

NEVER SWIM ALONE

BE CONSIDERATE OF OTHERS

DON 'T DIVE IN STRANGE PLACES

DON'T SWIM AFTER EATING DON'T SWIM UNDER DIVING BOARD

BOATI NG SAFETY T IPS

I
I
I

·~
I~

I :;
I~0

I
I
I

• Keep the passengers in your boat
down to a afe number. Don't overload.
• Don't overpower your boat. Your
dealer can tell you what ize motor
is afe.
• Equip your boat with safety
items. A life jacket for every passenger and running li ght ( if you
plan to be on the water at night)
are "mu ts." Recommended a! o
are anchor, oar , boat hook, extra
line, fi1·e extingui her, tool kit, and
fir t aid kit.
• Don't smoke while fueling.
• If your boat capsizes or overturns, don't swim away from it.
l-Iang on until help come . . Tt usually will float.

TOO MUCH SUN WILL SPOIL YOUR FUN
WATER SKIING SAFETY TIPS

• Know how to wim well.
• Never ski without a flotation device-a jacket is u ually better than
a belt.
• Ski in marked areas.
• There should be an extra per on
in the boat to act a observer.
• Skier, ob erver, and operator
should know all signals: to tart,
adju t speed, change direction, stop,
and the "I'm OK" ign.

LEARN TO SWIM CORRECTLY

• The boat operator should pilot the
craft according to the skier's abi lity.
S ha rp turns should be avoided.
• kiers should not try to land directly into hore.
• The boat operator should appr ach a fa llen kier downwind with
the skier on the driver's side of
the boat for maximum visib ility.
Reduce speed a you near the skier
and top motor completely before
taking skier aboard.

*
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Although written expressly for C/KC-735 operation, there is ample information here for pilots of other aircraft as well.

hard
Iandin
Re pri nted from Boeing Serv ice News, Fe b 63

H

ard landings are one of the pitfalls of pilot training
durin g transition to a new type of a ircraft such
a the KC-135 or C- 135. However, hard landings
are not limited to tran ition training; they can occur
anytime throughout a pilot's flying career. The outstanding problem for the flight crews is to determine
if an unu ual landin g occurrence has resulted in a hard
landing and po sible tructural damage to the aircraft.
Instrumentation capable of determining structural damage caused by a hard landing is not normally installed
in the aircraft. Thi make it necessary for the flight
crew to decide if a hard land ing has occurred and if
an airframe inspection for structural damage is necessary.
A o-called "hard landing" causing structural damage usually results from one or more of the following
conditions: excessive crab angle, excessive rate of descent, miscalculating landing gros weight, and gusty
wind conditions. Anytime the fli ght crew is in doubt
whether a ha rd landing has occu rred, the condition
should be written u p and a st ructural inspection made.
A hard landin g is usuall y noted by any one or more
of th e following: excess ive airframe noise, blown tires,
di tinct jar in the a idrame or an uncom fortable feeling on the part of the pi lot produced by the higher
than normal landing loads.
Theoretically, at lea st, a landing should be clasified as a hard landing whenever the rate of sink of
the aircra ft at time of contact with the ground exceeds
the limit contact si nking speed for the landing g ross
weight. The verti cal speed indicato r provides ve ry
good rate of sink information durin g the final approach
phase of the landing. However, as the ai rcraft come
un der the influence of g round effect, the vertica l peed
in dicator may have rather large erro rs and can not be
relied upon to determi ne accurate rates of sink at
touchdown. At present, pilot judgment must be reli ed
upon for reporting hard landings.
It i often poss ibl e to gage the seve ri ty of a hard
landing from the ize and hape of the skid marks.
The skid marks resulting from a hard land ing generally stand out above the normal landing kid mark . If
it is known that the forward velocity of the aircraft
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was within the desired range, the aircraft contact ink
speed can be determined from the size and shape of
the skid marks. The sharpness of the kid mark varies
according to how quickly the tire absorbs the shock.
A blunt initial skid mark indicates a high sink rate.
See figure 1. Because of the nature of the shock load
on the tires during the impact of landing, the shape
of the tire skid mark is practically independent of the
tire pressure.
Runway design can ·be a factor in converting a
normal landing into a structure-rattling hard landing.
Due to local topography, all or a large part of the runway may have been constructed with a definite upslope or ri se in one direction. Runways may slope
clown near the end to facilitate drainage or a a resul t
of intersecting taxi strip . Even steeper slopes may be
built into th e stabi lized transition section between ba re
ground or g rassy sod and the main runway surface.
These slopes mean the aircraft has to climb a ri sing
slope from the point of touchdown until the nmway
levels off.
How thi s slopin g runway surface affects landin g
contact sink rates can be seen from figure 2. For exam ple, if an aircraft contacts the runway at a forward
speed of 130 knots, it has a forward velocity of 220
feet per second. If the runway slope should be two

LOW SINK RATE
TIRE SKID MARK

NORMAL SINK RATE
TIRE SKID MARK
- - - SLIG H T
TIRE DEFORMATION

~

HIGH SINK RATE
PRODUCES B L UNT
S K ID MA RKS
~ HE A VY
~

TIR E D EFO RMATION

,.

feet m a htmdred (two per cent), the nmway produces
a sink speed relative to the aircraft of 4.4 feet per
second . The sink speed of 4.4 feet per econd would
use up nearly half of the allowable ink rate for the
C/ KC-135 at landing gross weight of 200,000 pound .
A more erious problem that may exist at some airports i the severely sloped tran ition pavements at the
end of the runway. For example, if a paved area should
lope at a one in ten rate (ten per cent ), the effective
sink speed at 130 knots would be 22 feet per second.
Even if the aircraft touches the runway in level flight,
the sink rate will be more than double the allowable
ink rate fo r the 200,000 pound aircraft u ed in the
previou example. These built in ink rates beyond
or near the end of the runway could easily cause
serious structural damage durinO' what would otherwi e
be a normal, though short, landing.
The accelerometer (g-meter ) is an unreliable instrument for gaging the severity of a landing and should
not be used a the indicator of a hard landing. For
exampl e, readings of over three Gs have been reported
while taxiing and towing and over six G during maintenance on or around the in trument. The accelerometer is satisfactory on ly for u e in determining inAight
loads or accelerations.
Structural Inspection After a Hard Landing

Repeated hard landings, reported or unreported.
will eventually cau e a structural defo rmation or fai lure.
·whenever a hard landi ng is reported, the aircraft structure should be visually inspected to detect the early
igns of tructure deformation or failure.
Inspections after a hard landing shoul d normally
concentrate on popped fastener , wrinkled skin, cracked
pai nt, cracked skin, and deformed tructure. The area s
inspected normally shoul d include the enti re landi ng
gear. landing gea r attachment to aircraft, flight controls
and cables and engine/ nacelle point of attachment.
TOs 1C- 135(A)-6 and 1C- 135(K)A-6 contain detai led in pection information nece sa ry to accompli h
the in pection after a hard landing.
Service experience indicates that the following additional items, if in pected. may also reveal evidence
of tructu ral damage incurred a a result of a hard
landing.
• ::vrain landing gea r trunnion uppo rt fittings for

crack (including lower external rib chord at wing
buttock line 129 ).
• Main landing O'ear wheels fo r crack .
• Main landing gear truck beam and fork for
crack .
• Main landing gear hock trut for fluid level.
If fluid is ten pint low or more, remove inner cylinder
and inspect fo r eli tortion and cracks.
• Access Panel-Inboard F lap Gear Box upper
surface for buckling adjacent to forward inboard corner
of inboard spoiler. If buckling i found, examine upper Range of wing trailing edge rib at wing station 299
for buckling adjacent to fo rward inboard corner of
inboard spoiler.
• Nose gear wheels for cracks. Nose gear outer
cylinder, outer cylinder teeple lug and trunnion fitting,
drag brace link a sembli e and knee joint ide plate
for eli torti on, crack , and pulled or missing fastener .
• Whenever a hard landing is one main gear first
or includes side drift, examine th e side strut linkage,
tation 880 and 890 forgings and ide trut attachment part at water line 202 fo r cracks, pulled and
missing fa tener . Pressure web at water line 202 from
station 820 and 960 for crack , pulled and missing
fastener .
• If hard landing i no e gear fir t and if there
is no reason to believe that either the inner cylin de r
or the piston rod has been damaged, examination of
the piston rod need only be performed at the first conven ient opportunity foll owi ng the repor t of a hard
landin g.
NOTE: Damage to the inner cylinder or piston rod
should be suspected if any unu sual condition s, such as
low hydraulic fluid or difficul ty in maintaining normal
pre sure in the shock strut, a re observed while operatin g
or servicing the nose landing gear.
Jf any external damage cau eel by the hard landin g
ts observed, or if there i any rea on to suspect clam~
age to the inner cylinder or piston rod, furthet· investigation or action, before the next flight, hould include
exam ination of the nose gea r piston rod.
In summary, it will normally be the j uclgment of the
flight crews as to what constitute a ha rd landing.
Even without measured data to substantiate a hard land ing, a good inspection of the aircraft st ructure should
be made to assure continued flight safety.

*

Fig . 2

The shape of tire skid marks can indicate the relative sink speed at
which an aircraft lands. A blunt
skid mark results from a h igh sink
rate because the tire yields under
the load while progressing forw ard
only a relatively short distance. A
sharp-pointed skid results from a
slow sink rate on landing.
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grade has the effect of increasing the sink rate of a

landing and may effectively convert a normal landing into a ha rd landing.
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MISSILANEA
l ~ LI ~ T RO- l.<...XP L OS I VE DEVJ CE - Over the last six month s
there have been many repo rted missil e in cidents involving electro-explosive devices (EEDs) and associated circuits. Maintenance errors,
design deficiencies or materiel failure were either contr ibuting factor
or primary causes in these incidents.
lt is gratifying to note, however,
that AFLC and AFSC as well as
the ope rational comma nds are taking
an active interest and presently have
remedial effor ts underway. T hese
action in clude the fo llow ing:
• S upe rvisory requi rement and
quality control procedures concern ed
with inspection. te t, install ation,
and ope ration of EED ci rcui t a re
bein g re-emphasized.
• Technical data and operational
chcckli ts are being reviewed for
adquacy of warning notes and safety
p roced ure .
• A review of EED circuit deign in the va rious operational ystems and their up por ting aerospace
g roun d eq uipment (AGE) and real
p r operty in sta ll ed eq u ipme n t
(RPIE) is being purs ued by Al'SC
and Al<LC.
• It has been determined that
many of the EED accident and

incidents have been ca used by cor ros ion of the circui t wiring and/o r
the connectors involved. T hese corrosion problem a re being studied
to incorporate necessary fixe into
the affected weapon sy tems .
• Recently the Di1 ..:ctorate of the
E ngineering (SCSN) with AF C
was designated for the development
and publication of a pecification for
EED and explosive bri dgewi re deVICe.

Wi th the attention that is now
being focused on the eli minati on of
th is source of costly incidents, it is
hoped that the number of incidents
associated with EEDs will be dra tica lly reduced.
Maj Richard P. Be rr y
Missi le Safe ty Divisio n

GAR-8-M ishap continue to occur
clue to ca reless hand lin cr and other
load ing problems. Fo r example, it
is suspected that umbilical blocks
a r e be in g sh eared or par tially
shea red durin g both load ing and
testing on th e M-341 Go-No-Go
Te ter. Ext reme care mu t be u eel
to prevent such mi hap . However,
watch a crew load one of these bird s
on an F-105. T he rai l a re about
ix feet off the g round, which means

ove rh ead loading for the ave rage
size ma n. T hi s means th e loading
team must raise the mi si le over their
heads- it's heavy too-and try to
find the rail wi thout damagi ng the
mis il e or th e laun cher. A lift or
an adap ter for the MJ -1 Bom b Lift
woul d g reatly simpli fy thi s job and,
if properly designed, should prevent
many loadi ng mi haps. O ne ba ic
idea i being developed by ente rprising individ uals at Nellis AFB.
ALTGNME T MARK FOR
GAR LAU CHERS AND MISSILES -Again, a GAR-ZA wa
damaged because it was not properly
positioned on the rai l. The command
concerned feels this inciden t coul d
have been prevented if adequa te and
proper alignment ma rks had been
placed on the GAR mis il es an I
launchers. Consequently, units have
been inst ructed to place ali gnment
ma rk on the missi les and launchers.

.

GAR DAMAGE FROM J ET
'vVASH ix GAR missi les were
pre-po itioned f or a turn-a round
exercise. T he lid of casket J r 1
was li fted by jet wa h and fe ll across
N r 1 a nd N r 2 mi ssiles whi ch were
still in t heir ca ket . T he triggering
area and one stabil izer of the N r 2
mi ssil e were damaged .
I nvestigation d isclosed that the
in cident was cau eel by a n F- 102
pi lot's u in cr too much power in the
pa rk in g area and his fa ilure to
follow the prescribe taxi route.

SPACE SYMPOSIUM
A Symposium on Space R endezvous, R escue and
Recovery will be held eptember 10-12 a t tl1e A ir Force
F li ght Test Cente r, Ed wa rd A ir Force Base, Ca lifo rnia. The na tional sympos ium will be co-sponso red
by the American A tronautical ociety and ilie Air
Force F light Test Center.
P r imary emphasis will concern earth-o rbital sy tems
and techniques though consideration will be given to
luna r and planetary operations.
For more information and reservations contact Mr.
Kirk Irwin, AFFTC (FTFE), Edwards AFB, California. Phone CL 8-2111, Ext. 23121, Area Code 805.
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" Actu ally, it's our new Officers' Club . . . . We just wanted
to give the enemy something to think about . . . . "

r
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STROPJ JOBIA - IF YOU'VE GOT IT, YOU' RE
L CKY. If not, you'd better acquire it. It could
save your life. Thi strange-sounding term mean
f car of li ghtning. You can use this trait now and for
the next few month because the peak of the lightning
sea on is here and will extend through November. During thi time, lightning will take sco re of lives and injure hundred of person . Many will die in fires kindled
by li ghtning.
The main reason for lightning ca ualties is that too
few people possess a good hea lthy fear of this ki ll er.
Few un dersta nd what it is, its danger and how to avoid
them.
Here a re answers to the most-often asked questions
about lightning:
What is lightni11g 9
A Ben Franklin found out with his kite and key,
li <Yhtnin g is a giant spark of electricity with tremendou
energy- millions of volts and sometimes up to 200,000
ampere . Tt occurs in a storm when the electrical attraction between clouds and the earth is great enough
to ove rcome the strong resistance electricity encoun ters
\\·hen traveling through air.
A li ghtning bolt is actua lly a eri es of discharges,
one following the other li ke bull et . The speed of these
charge i so great that they burn the air. The flash
we see i usually the path of burning a ir through which
the bolt ha passed.
W here is lightll ing most likely to st?·ike?
Generally it picks on the hi ghest object in an a rea.
An electrical charo·e strives to fin d the easiest and
shorte t route from the cl ouds to the ea rth. Tall buildings and trees, especially oaks with high conductivity,
a re freq uent ta rgets. In fact, nearly 40 per cent of the
fires in outly ing areas are caused by lightning. City
dwellings are rarely hit becau e they are protected by
urrounding skyscrapers that take the brunt of the
damage.
What arc you-r chances of being struck by lightning !
Lightn ing is likely to strike one pot once in 100
years. A nd if it does, the odd are one in several mi lli on that the bolt will eek you out- personally. If
your house i in an average-sized city, lightning is apt
to stri ke it once every 1000 years.
Can ) 'Ott stwvive if hit by lightni11g !
Ye . To cite a ca e: An Ohi o boy had a lightning
bolt pass through hi s body and from his feet into the
ground , leav ing I inpoi nt holes in hi s rubbersoled hoes,
but not killing hi m. And another:
n Illin ois woman
standing on her back porch saw a blue flash come in
through the screen . It knocked her backwa rd and
went on clown an electric ocket. he too lived.

A

ccord ing to medical auth oritie , many VIcluns of
li ghtnin g could be aved if they could be given artificial
respirati on immediately. As electricity passes through
a per on's body, if often pa ralyzes hi s nerves and
mu des, topping hi breathing mechanism. Resuscitation during this paralysis can keep th e victim breathing and alive.
Wh o is lightning's favorite target !
N ine out of ten victim of li ghtning a re sportsmen,
vacationers and farmers. Of these, golfers as a g roup
probably suffer the mo t casualties. W hen a storm approaches, they all too often fail to eek proper shelter
in a protected building. They a re likely to continue
playing, duck in side an open helter where lightning
can find them , or wor e yet, seek refuge under a treethe most dangerous pot of all.
The most threatenin g time for lightning is not during the storm but just before it break . A golfer proved
thi s one day when he wa literally knocked clown by a
bolt out of the blue. T he cia rk torm clouds were still
several mi les away.
Does lightning ever strike twice in the same place!
Definitely- desp ite the old uperstition that says
otherwi e. Fo r example, the Empi re State Buildin g
has been struck 48 time in one year. And another :
One ummer in Illinoi , a man had lightning burn hi s
barn down and kill hi live tock. Ten days afterward ,
lightning hit a barbed wire fence he wa working nea r.
F inally-a bolt sought him out in a barn, entered hi s
chest and killed him.
Where are the m ost dange1·ous spots during a thunderstorm ?
Out of doors, on a golf course, in a boat, in wimmi ng, atop a hill, under an isolated tree, on a bicycle
or hor e, and near a wire fence, clothesline or overhead wires.
What should you do during a thunderstorm ! If
you a re outside, look for a building-any building is
better than bein g out in an open a rea. If you' re in a
car, tay there. If you can not find shelter, get into a
rav ine, under a cliff, in a cave, or lie flat on the ground.
Never let yo·u rself be the tallest object in the area.
Are television antennas good lightning protection ?
NO. Even a grounded antenna i not equipped with
a conductor of adequate size to ground a lightning bolt.
How can you protect your house from lightning!
There's only one way: IN TALL A LIGHTNING
P ROTECTIO N SY TE 1 OF LIGHT METAL
RODS A D CONDUCTOR S. They wi ll ca rry th e
charge harmle sly into the g round . In i t that your
y tem be tagge I and in tail ed acco rdi ng to U nderwriters' Laborato ri es ( U L ).
(USAF TAC Missile School)

*
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/FAILURE"

William P. Rodgers, Missile Safety Division
N THIS ERA of missile system , supersonic aircraft and
space exploration, all of us hear
more about the importance of good
failure analysi . But, in discussions
with AF line personnel, it has become evident that the process of
failure analysis is not well undertood. Consequently, few operations,
maintenance and upport personnel
realize they are the key to a successful AF failure analysi program.
This article i written to describe
what failure analysis is and how
operations and maintenance people
can help to assure success of this
program.
Failure analysis may be defined
as the process whereby procedures
are followed in examining a failed
component or ubsystem to determine the cause of failure and to
establish the corrective action needed
to prevent future failures of the
same type. To effectively accomplish
failure analysis of any given component or subsystem, four distinct
and sequential steps should be taken
by the failure analysis engineer or
investigating group. The following
are the four areas of investigation
in the general order in which they
should be considered:
1. Determine the condition prior
to and during the time of failure.
The operating or maintenance task
in process, and the condition of
equipment and operators all play an
important part in failure analysis.

I

To accomplish this, the analyst or
group must review operating procedures; material used (solid and
liquid ); operating conditions, such
as pressures, temperatures, flow
rates, speed, voltage, current, atmosphere, and fragmentation patterns, if appropriate; and the type
of failure which could include torsion, tension, compression or results
of corrosion, chemical and contamination ( this may not be po sible
'til areas 2 and 3 are considered).
2. Tlze investigation must include
the review of written technical data
and maintenance/ operations records.
Drawings and qualification te t reports hould be thoroughly examined
so that the analyst may become
familiar with design limits pertaining to the part or ystem. Maintenance records should show what
modifications or repairs have been
accompli hed which might affect the
performance of the system or component. The analyst should also have
available a history of previous failures involving this particular system or item. The operations records
should indicate the operating time
and how the system or part had
been used; i.e., maximum performance operation, intermittent operation, operation for training with
experienced or inexperienced personnel and in adverse enYironmental
conditions. All technical data a. sociated with the failed item should
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be reviewed for accuracy and completeness.
3. Once actions outlined in 1 and
2 have been accomplished, then a
plan of action to isolate primar}'
and contributing failure cause factors may be established. In formulating this plan, the following should
be considered :
(a) Functional tests.
(b) Complete component tear
clown report.
(c) Chemical or metallurgical laboratory analysis.
(d) Continuity check.
(e) X -ray or dye checks.
4. As a re ult of actions taken
under 1, 2 and 3 above, the analyst
should have the neces ary information from which to determine the
cause or cause of failure. At this
point, a course of action can be
determined leading to a fix . Corrective action could involve complete or partial redesign of the ystem or component; modification of
or addition to the existing part;
revision to or augmentation of the
existing technical data and/ or operating procedure ; and/ or change in
operating performance and limits.
It is important to note that corrective action is not complete until
the responsible agency is notified
and has taken formal steps to implement the changes in the field.
By now you are probably saying
this is all well and good, but it
takes a skilled , trained engineer or

1

...l

analyst group to actually do this.
What can the man in the field do
to help expedite this process o he
can get the equipment repaired and
back in safe operating condition?
It is true, it does take special
skills and training to be a good
failure analyst. As for what you,
the man in the field can do, remember: it is your records the
analysts are reviewing; it is your
word as to what happened that he
is evaluating; you were either the
operator or the maintenance person
on the job at the time of failure ;
you worked on or changed the failed
component. Therefore, it should be
clear that an accurate comprehensive
report by you is absolutely essential
to good failure analysis. Here are
a few things to remember when a
failure occurs:
• Don't disturb the parts or
pieces unless assisting injured personnel. If this is not possible, at
least get pictures from all angle
before moving any components.
• Write down exactly what you
did prior to and at the time of failure. Especially put down any
peculiar sounds, or unusual events
that were not normal for that operation.
• Tell the analyst all the facts
and don't try to cover up a mistake.
Human beings, by nature, make
mistakes. If an occasional human
error is not discovered, they aren't
doing anything, and that in itself
is a big mistake.
• Record all maintenance and
operating records accurately and in
detail.
• Follow prescribed procedure
and, if certain functions need to be
corrected or improved, submit an
electrically transmitted unsatisfactory report ( EUR) in accordance
with TO 00-3SD-54. (It's legal and
we encourage it. Read Section II,
paragraph 2-5 and 2-9.)
Yes, the man in the field is the key
to a successful failure analysis program. Good reporting is essential if
the failure analyst engineer or group
is to have the essential information
needed to conduct good evaluation.
A good evaluation is required to
obtain a timely fix. Failure analysis
is not a one man show, but a team
effort, and the sooner we start functioning this way, the sooner the
team will be productive in fixing
those materiel failures which keep
bugging us.

*
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ACCIDENTS, INCIDENTS AND ALMOST ...

..... EAST IS LEAST, WEST IS BEST-Two spore F-100 fighters deported
the refueling area for Kindley and were given 235 magnetic as heading
to Kindley. Since this varied considerably from pre-planned and briefed
heading shown on the 21 a, the heading was questioned by the element
leader. The tanker navigator confirmed. The element flew a 245 heading
for approximately 30 minutes, then flew a 280-degree heading for 40
minutes. With 2500 pounds of fuel remaining and unsure of their position,
they jettisoned external stores and climbed to 37,500 feet and established
optimum cruise speed . After destination ETA hod expired they turned
due north. Immediately thereafter contact was established with Kindley
UHF / DF at 250 NM. Aircraft were given DF steers of approximately
330 degrees until in contact with RAPCON . The two aircraft hod 600
and 300 pounds of fuel after landing. The navigator hod subtracted 20
degrees west variation to true course rather than adding.

..... TAXI CRASH- During flight, a drop in fuel pressure together with
intermittent power was experienced. A successful emergency landing was
mode. A mechanic was sent to the scene. All fuel was drained and
replaced with fuel from a different source. Both of the C-47 engines were
started and given a complete and successful operational check utilizing
the approved checklist. After 10 minutes of engine operation, the pilot
elected to perform a high speed taxi check. At 60 knots the aircraft
become airborne, the left engine foiled, the aircraft turned 15 degrees to
the left and crashed into the jungle. Major damage.

..... COOKIE CUTTERS-Circular cuts of three tires on the right truck
of a C-137 were noted upon arrival at on island destination . Apparently
the cuts hod been mode at the departure field when the aircraft hod
been taxied over 2 1/ 2 inch conduit that protruded two inches above
the surface. The conduit is on essential port of a naval mirror landing
system. Normally, lights hod been installed on each of the conduits,
but a typhoon hod destroyed the lights. The pilot said he noted the
protruding pipes, adjusted his turn to miss them, " . . . but it is evident
I did not miss them all. "

..... THIS TERMINATES. The transport landed gear up on termination
landing of a series of transition landings. Damage to underside of
fuselage unknown. Tip of right pror damaged. Suspect cause as failure
to place gear switch in the down position.

.....

A TRIFLE TRICKY. The crew knew that Nr 3 starter was inoperative,

so-o-o, they decided upon a five-engine abortive takeoff to start Nr 3
by windmilling, then taxi bock and make a normal takeoff. Due to
construction work on the main runway on alternate was in use. The
alternate was 75 x 10,000 feet. The pilot stated his intentions to make
on aborted takeoff and was cleared by the tower. Takeoff roll was
initiated with power balance by use of the two jets, Nr 1 and 4 recips
and Nr 2 recip at idle. At the 4000 foot point and 80 knots the planned
abort was initiated. Both jet engines were stopcocked and Nr 1 and 4
recips were reversed. The aircraft began veering to the left. Initial corrective action was additional reverse throttle on Nr 4, followed by nose
steering, full right rudder and right broke. The left main went off to the
left, sank into the soft shoulder and the left main outboard tire blew
when a lateral taxiway was crossed. Shortly thereafter the aircraft
stopped and all occupants evacuated without injury.
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E IIU DRED PROBLEMS got 1963 off to a bad
start. In the first six weeks
ten F-100 major accidents occurred.
Minor accidents and incidents added
emphasis to the fact that the Air
Force i not doing too well with an
aircraft that has been in the in ventory now for nearly ten year .
Here, briefly, is a review of the e
first ten accident .

0

1

THE PILOT crashed from a
rio·ht turn while rejoining formation
at"'8000 MSL. The aircraft was observed descending, in a right turn,
and not observed to be spinning or
pitching. The pilot's attempt to
eject at a very low altitude was
fatal.

to have been opened manually. The
seat had not fired.
DURING RETUR from a gunnery mission,
r 2 Right control
system became inoperative. The
pilot noted smoke in the cockpit and
the wingman confirmed that fire
was cominO' from the bottom of
the aircraft, aft of the wing. The
pilot ejected successfully.
THE AIRCRAFT WAS Nr 4
on a eros -country flight. Two 450
gallon drop tanks were carried.
Single ship takeoffs were made at 15
second interval . All aircraft broke
ground at computed roll points.
Shortly after liftoff, Nr 4 gradually

did not write this condition up as
he felt the aircraft could be controlled and flown afely.
WHILE CLIMBI G through
12,000 in military power the pilot
noted a loud thump and a mild explosion followed by a guide vane
anti-ice warning light, instrument
AC power light, AC generator fail ure light, rapid rise in EGT and low
oil pressure. A restart was attempted at emergency but EGT rose
to 1000 degrees with insufficient
RPM to maintain flight. There were
no fire warning lights. Ejection was
success£ ul.
THE ALRCRAFT was acti ng as

AS THE FLIGHT entered the
bombing pattern, N r 3 called that his
radio compass and T ACA
were
inoperative. The range officer ad vised the flight of snow showers on
the downwind leg. The leader made
a Hy by and ob erved light snow
showers to the north. The leader
<tdvi eel the flight to use a right
pattern and stay clear of the snO\\'
showers. After three run s th e leader
noted the snow dissipatin g and
elected to return to a left pattern.
Nr 3 reported on this third and
last pass and call ed turning short
of the JP. When he was four and
one-half miles short of the JP, Nr
3 called turning final. 1 r 2 informed
N r 3 he had not reached the Jl .
N r 3 acknowledged This was N r
3's last transmission. The aircraft
hit in a dive angle of 30 degrees an l
in a 50 degree right bank.
AT 25,000 FEET the pilots noted
an increase in oil temperature, smoke
in the cockpit. They decided to return to base. External stores were
jettisoned and a straight-in approach
tarted. At 15,000 oil pressure grads
ually decreased to near zero.
they entered the overcast they began getting compressor stalls ancl
the RPM dropped to 50 per cent.
Dreakout occurred at 2000 feet and
the pilots prepared to eject. The
front seat pilot blew the canopy
and waited for the rear seat pilot
to go. He glanced back, thought
that the rear seat pilot had gone,
and ejected at 1500 feet. The rear
seat pilot was still in his seat upon
impact. Arm re ts were up, pins
were out and the seat belt appeared

entered a 30-40 degree nose high
attitude and began a slow roll to
the right toward the inverted position. The aircraft struck the ground
at 115 degrees right bank jn a
shallow dive.
Six months previously this aircraft had been involved in a major
accident. During repair the left wing
was replaced and the right wing
reinstalled. Test flights were flown,
clean, with on ly minor discrepancies.
The only flights flown with 450
gallon drop tanks were a series of
five X -Cs. The pilot on these flights
reported that the airplane attempted
to roll to the right on all takeoffs,
but he was able to maintain control by using aileron, rudder and
trim. He stated that positive aileron
and rudder were required. The pilot
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the target during a GC[, low altitude'
intercept. The pilot of the intercept
aircraft observed the target aircraft
to roll inverted and clive behind a
mountain range. Crossing the mountain range, the intercept pilot obse rved the crash scene.
AT 500 FEET, 470 KIAS, the
pilot felt the engine surge. He
checked the RPM and noted it falling through 87-88 per cent with the
throttle in militat-y. RPM then increased to military power and at
this time the engine compres or fire
warning light illuminated. The pilot
started an immediate climb and
a keel hi wingman for indication
of fire. Wing reported white smoke
trailing the aircraft. The engine
surged again and the throttle wa s
reduced to idle. The fire light rc-

-

-

mained on. The pilot stopcocked the
throttle and ejected.
TOUCHDOWN and drag chute
deployment were normal. S horlly
afterwards severe nose shimmy. or
possibly a walking gear, was noted .
The ri ght main gear collapsed and
the a ircraft skidded off the right
side of the runway. Both remaining
gear collapsed when the aircraft hit
a ditch and stopped .
A ROUTINE radio contact was
made after departure and reaching
VFR on top. There were no fur ther contacts. Ground witnesses reported the crash. There were no
indications that the pilot attempted
to eject.

positi ve is impossible. Virtually no
one escapes - the airframe, engine
and accessory manufacturers, supervision, training, operations, ma intenance, the pilot - and therein
lies a justification for such findings;
it is an impa rtial attempt to alert
all in a position to take corrective
action to the fact that their area
may be suspect as an accident cause.

That, briefly, is what happened
to ten F -100s during the first six
weeks of this year. (A check at
press time disclosed that there has
been some improvement). In many
cases, as so often is true when
destruction is sudden and virtually
complete, the exact cause factor is
spelled u-n-d-e-t-e-r-m-i-n-e-d. But,
in an effort to evaluate what most
likely happened, the best available
F -100 experts are asked to sift the
wreckage and come up with most
probable causes. As might be expected, these most probable causes
and probable contributing causes
can't help but single out areas of
guilt. And, naturally, those so identified frequently resent the implication. What makes this a pa rticularly
sensitive a rea is the fact that proof

known because the pilot had to get
out and the source of the trouble
gets smashed into tiny pieces and
mixed with a million other pieces
that had no bearing on the problem.
What's important is that everyone
concerned accept the attitude that
his job is to work with every scrap
of evidence to prevent the same
thing from happening again. At the
rate of approximately one and onehalf major F-100 accidents per week
there is ample cause for everyone to
explore the question, "What can I
do ?" Every shred of evidence, no
matter how seemingly insignificant,
must be examined critically and reported. A maintenance man once
remarked, "The best write up I get
is when I talk to the pilot." Also,
every incliviclual who can possibly

There is a chicken-and-the-egg
aspect to this that deserves more
elaboration. Power loss, warning
lights illuminating and smoke in the
cockpit can be an indication of in adequate materiel, or inadequate
maintenance of adequate materiel.
Often the real cause can never be

contribute to analysis should be
given the opportunity to do so.
Major deficiencies, previously
pointed out but worth repeating, indude :
• Quality control
• Delays in accomplishing Tech
Order Compliances
• Inadequate engine failure derection procedures
• Time delays in providing modification fixes
Last fall major commands were
asked to submit top materiel deficiencies in this weapon system. These
items also bear repeating as a key
to areas that still must be watched
most carefully.
• Fuel control
• Main fuel shutoff valve
• Throttle linkage
• Poor quality of overhauled
engines and engine accessories
• Engine oil system
• Bearing failure
• Main fuel manifolds
• Drag chute system
• Tailhouk
For the most part, materiel deficiencies causing F -100 accidents
have been iden ti fiecl and corrective
actions are being taken or initiated.
However, F -100 aircraft are forecast to continue to experience major
accidents at a disturbing rate until
corrective modifications are completed. Because of quality control
difficulties during overhaul, the
engine modernization program at
overhaul facilities has been discontinued indefinitely. As a result many
of the old engines are being put
back in the F-100. Present scheme
is to modernize the J-57 at base
level with kits and parts supplied
by AFLC.
One thing is certain. The F-100
has been around quite a few years
and by now the Air Force should
be pretty familiar with it. Many
modifications have been made to
make it a safer machine. A tremendous amount of information has
been accumulated on its traits and
characteristics. It would seem that
with everyone on the preventio~
team working at prevention first ,
last and always, we could do better
than one to one and a half major
accidents per week.

*
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CONFUSED- Occasionally there comes
a day when it hardly pays to get up. It
must have been one of those days last fall
for the two lads in a T -Bird who filed
the following OHR:
Weather briefing for destination, Olmsted AFB,
was: Destination 2500 overcast, seven miles visibility,
enroute winds 290 degrees at 45 for FL 33. En route
winds at FL 33 were actually 100 knots (McGuire
forecaster verified that en route winds should have
been given as 90 knots). Also, on arrival over Harrisburg Omni, Olmsted Metro, contacted by copilot, gave
Olmsted weather as 1300 feet and three miles. This
was well below the forecast weather and was below
the minimums for the St. Thomas approach assigned
by the New York Center for approach to Olmsted.
The aircraft had been descended to 20,000 feet at
this time by the New York Center. Clearance was
immediately requested to McGuire AFB. New York
Center gave the aircraft clearance at 20,000 feet via
V 1532 to Echelon Intersection. Echelon Intersection
could not be found on the intermediate route map
structure. It is indicated only on the low altitude route
structure. The aircraft proceeded via V 1532 to Westchester and via the 104 Westchester radial to McGuire
for a GCA. After landing at McGuire, Olmsted weather
was rechecked with the wx station in base ops. At
that time they were reporting below 1000 feet and one
hour later 400 feet with about one-half mile visibility.
NOT AMs checked on Olmsted prior to the flight and
after flight showed the following NOT AM on Olmsted:
MDT ASR PAR out 'til ten. The question is, ten what?
A checl< of the Enroute Supplement on Olmsted indicated that IFF/SIF service 0/S 'til10 November 1962.

JUNK IN THE COCKPIT-Straight
and level at 24,000 feet, the pilot in the
front seat of an F-100F rotated the mode
selecter switch to LABS AL T in order
to check the LABS system. Meanwhile
the man in the rear seat pressed the bomb/ rocket
release to check G and yaw/ roll transfer. A pair of
335-gallon tanks, the only stores, promptly left the aircraft.
The subsequent investigation revealed the intermediPAGE TWENTY-SIX · AEROSPACE SAFETY

ate tank jettison relay to be faulty and, once activated,
the relay would remain closed despite recycling. In
add ition a lot of junk-nuts, bolts, washers, pieces of
safety wire- was found under the front cockpit console.
Each of these foreign objects was of sufficient size to
cause a short of the armament selector switch. As a
result all aircraft cockpits were vacuumed and the base
is cracking down on proper cleanup of cockpits as part
of a drive to prevent FOD.

DO YOU SMELL SOMETHING?After leveling out at altitude the pilot of
an F-100 began to feel dizzy and detected
an odor that smelled like paint thinner.
He disconnected the oxygen and returned
to base where it was found that paint had been allowed
to drip onto the personnel leads manifold. Subsequent
check of both the aircraft system and the LOX cart
from which it had been serviced revealed no contamination.
This aircraft had been spot checked a couple of days
before and written up because the cockpit was not
properly painted. The day before the flight a repaint job was done with paint getting on the personnel
leads manifold. This apparently was what the pilot
smelled. There was no explanation as to what made
him feel dizzy.
The meticulous care necessary in proper oxygen
system maintenance might have prevented this occurrence.

B-47-The aircraft made a normal landing and was rolling out when the pilot
was asked by the tower to expedite runway clearance for a C-124 on final approach. Because of excessive speed the
pilot had already refused two exit taxiways. Now, feeling that he was slow enough to make a successful turnoff, the pilot accepted the next exit. As the aircraft
turned to approximately 45 degrees, the forward main
gear began sliding on the snow and ice on the taxiway.
Steering response was lost and the aircraft drove into

-

-

jettisoned. (Some of the baggage had to be cut into
small pieces to permit jettisoning.) After this weight
reduction, it was possible to reduce power to allow for
a 40-minute fuel reserve. Upon landing, nearly six
hours afte;· the runaway, Nr 1 quit when Nr 1 and Nr
2 engines were reversed. Brake pressure was momentarily lost, but emergency position was selected and the
aircraft stopped.

an eight-foot snowbank. When steering was lost, the
pilot shut down all engines but the B-47 continued
about six feet into the snowbank, causing damage to the
right forward wheel well door, its hinge points and the
adjacent fuselage skin.
The pilot caught the blame for this mishap because
he elected to clear the runway at an excessive speed.
Contributing causes were ice and hard packed snow
on the turnoff and the request from the tower to expedite.
Recommendations included :
• Under poor braking conditions it would be better
to slow to a speed which would require additional power
to change direction.
• Tower personnel refrain from requesting expeditious turnoffs when braking conditions are poor.

.

L

WRONG LEVER-During cruise, a
fluctuation in RPM was noticed on N r
4 engine. The engineer was able to manually adjust the RPM. Approximately 18
minutes later, N r 4 started overspeeding
and was uncontrollable with toggle. The order was
given to "Feather Nr 4" as the RPM approached 2850.
Nr 4 throttle was retarded, Nr 4 feather button was
pushed, N r 4 mixture was placed to idle cutoff and
N r 4 C02 selector set. The next item on the checklist
is "Firewall Lever Pulled." At this point Nr 3 shutoff
lever was inadvertently pulled instead of N r 4. Because
there are no instruments available to the aircraft commander to indicate impending failure, this action was
not noticed by the aircraft commander. A short time
later the engineer experienced difficulty with N r 3
engine. The second flight engineer arrived on the flight
deck at this time and noticed N r 3 shutoff lever in the
OFF position rather than Nr 4. Nr 3 throttle was
retarded and N r 3 shutoff lever eased toward ON position. However, the engine had already suffered internal
damage, as evidenced by intermittent vibration. N r 3
had to be feathered.
N r 3 was feathered, METO power was set and
descent made to 3500 feet. As fuel consumption at this
power setting would have exceeded that which would
have permitted flight to the first available field, approximately 5000 pounds of baggage and equipment were

CHOPPER ACCIDENTS, 1962. Review of helicopter accidents and incidents
reveals a general lack of knowledge of
operational factors and techniques. This
hampered aircraft accident investigating
boards and detracted from realistic supervision of helicopter operations and maintenance. Heretofore, because of the few helicopters assigned each base and
primary emphasis being placed on the tactical mission,
rigid control of helicopter operation was not always
exercised. With integration of the H-43B into the
base crash rescue system and programming of additional helicopters for missile site support, additional
serious operational, maintenance and personnel problems are being encountered. Commanders and supervisory personnel must possess an awareness of helicopter operations and associated problems if safe positive control and desirable effectiveness is to be obtained.
Review of the accidents and incidents revea ls that
when there was a lack of qualified supervision, there
was also a lack of crew professionalism. This applied
to both air and ground crews. Pilots failed to perform
proper preflight planning and failed to maintain the
desired degree of proficiency. Ground crewmen, left
to themselves, became slipshod in the performance of
their duties. In any case, it's quite obvious that some
were less than professional.
Lt Col James F. Fowler, Transport Section
Directorate of Aerospace Safety

BAD CHOW-Flight lunches may not be
gourmet eating, but we've seldom encountered a spoiled one. Here's such a
case, which indicates that it would be
wise to use the old sniffer before the
fork. Shortly after consuming part of their hot lunches,
which consisted of steak with mushroom sauce, the
crew commander and engineer became nauseated- the
engineer to the extent that he had difficulty performing
his duties. The copilot opened his lunch, took a whiff
and instructed other crewmembers not to eat any part
of theirs.
It is suspected that these lunches had been stored
longer than the nine months AFM 146-2, Sec. C, recommends as a limit. Flight crews should take a look
at the manual and remember· to check the elate on the
lunch, check thawed indicators, keep the lunches frozen
and do not thaw prior to heating in the oven. Further,
these lunches should not be refrozen in the event they
thaw.
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AERO CLUB accidents continue to be a
problem. Recently a member was killed
when the T-34 he was flying struck the
ground while rolling out of a low level
inverted pass over a strip near a relative's house.
This is the sort of thing that could very well put
the aero clubs out of business. "With the assistance
and guidance available to the clubs, aero club accidents ought to be almost nonexistent. Regulations and
manuals, however, are no substitute for effective management. Commanders and safety officers must mon itor club activities and provide the necessary support
and guidance to assure safe equipment and safe practices. At the same time they must be prepared to take
whatever action is necessary to insure that members
adhere to AfR 34-14, command and base regulations,
as well as the CAR. Club management must take the
responsibi lity for actively managing their clubs.
Ai r Force aero clubs have a lot going for them
that similar civilian flying clubs do not have. Consequently. they should be a model for this type of flying
operation.

draped itself over the left wing. Despite this, the pilot
was able to make a normal landing. Damage to the
aircraft was minor.
Going below recommended drop altitudes at low
speed can be extremely dangerous and, in an incident
such as the above, the pilot could find himself in a position where a crash would be imminent and his chances
of saving himself practically zero.

-

....

EJECTION HAZARD -Investigation
of a recent F-105 accident uncovered a
possible hazard. The pilot used normal
ejection procedures and, in the course of
ejection. raised the seat pack emergency
release handle concurrently with raising the ejection
hand les. This disconnected the survival kit from the
parachute. F -105 pilots should understand that there
is a possibility of inadvertently raising the seat survival
pack emergency release when raising the leg braces
(ejection handles) during the ejection sequence.

*

F-84, DART DROP- While returning
from an air-to-ai 1· gunnery mission towing a TD --10/B dart which was being
te,ted. the pilot planned his drop at 750
feet instead of the normal 1000 feet to
msure minimum damage to the dart when it struck
the water. Actually, the pilot got dmm to 600 feet
and the dart struck the 11·a ter snapping the cable. The
200 feet of cable that remained attached to the aircraft
snapped forward striking the horizontal stabilizer and
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WELL DONE

Capt. David M. Holdsworth.Arsc
Captain David M. Holdsworth , Air Force Test Pilot, was on a speed flight to check F·105
roll.off characteristics and aileron lockout speed (680-710 KCAS). At MACH 1.9 (700 KCAS )
and 35,000 feet altitude , Captain Holdsworth heard and felt a violent explosion immediately fo ilowed by severe engine vibration and pitch instability. A quick check revealed flames com ing
from the right forward fuselage section and the majority of the master caution warning lights
illuminated . Captain Holdsworth came out of afterburner and pulled into a hard climbing wingover to become sub -sonic and retarded the throttle to idle. Quick analysis indicated a strong
probability that the ATM had blown out through the fuselage of the aircraft and been ingested
by the engine. Since the AT M powers the utility hydraulic syst em and th e AC generator system ,
Captain Holdsworth was de prived of leading edge flaps, speed brakes, the variable air •inlet sys tem, aircraft stability augmentation, fuel boost pump operation , pitch mechanical advantage
shifter, operation of all tape instruments and the Lear All-Altitude Platform, normal gear extension and normal wheel brakes, along with other syst ems powered by the AC secondary bu s and
utility hydraulic system.
Captain Holdsworth decided to attempt an emergency landing. Because of the extreme
engine vibra t ion which was shaking the airframe and instrument panel , he considered stop.
cocking the engine and using the ram air turbine f o r emergency flight control operation. In
the idle position however, th e vibra t ion was not adjudged to warrant this course of act ion at
the expense of losing both flight control systems so he left the RAT stowed to take advantage
of P1 and P2 flight control systems with the roughly idling engine. At 40,000 feet he established a precautionary flameout approach. On a relatively high " low key" he lowered the trailing edge f laps. T he duct plugs were jammed in the full forward (supersonic) pos ition , limiting
engine output. The variable mechanical advantage shifter was stuck in the high speed range,
t hereby limiting horizon t al slab effectiveness. Because of the high fuel consumpt ion during the
speed run and the loss of the forward and aft fuel boost pumps, Captain Holdsworth was forced
to land the aircraft in an aft CG condition . He skillfully flew his flameout patte rn using his
standby airspeed and attitude indicators. Cognizant of the critical nature of the flareout portion of the pattern due to the aft CG and restricted elevator travel , Captain Holdsworth crossed
the fence at 200 KIAS in a shallow rate of descent and touched down at 165 knots. Drag chute
and emergency brake system stopped the aircraft 2000 feet from the end of the runway. His
professional performance earned Czptain Holdsworth a WELL DONE!

*

"Man, when I get cleared for an approach
I really come down!"

"Well, he's out of 12,000 .. Three
minutes to descend to 1000 feet!"

TWO POINTS OF VIEW
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BEFORE

AFTER
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" No Sweat . . I've been through hundreds
worse than that cloud!"
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"Strange case, Doctor. Th is happens each
time a cloud passes over."

